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Abstract

Abstract

The electricity is a basic need for the functioning of modern societies. To meet the increasing load

demand, the concept of distributed generation is developed in which the electricity is being produced

and utilised locally. The public and political awareness of the importance of the reliable electricity supply

is increasing due to the large blackouts that have occurred in the recent years in several countries. Due to

the liberalization and deregulation in the electricity market all over the world, delivering quality power

to the electricity clients has become a challenge for the utilities. In this thesis, a 'hybrid network' is

discussed in which the electricity network is comprised of centralized power plants along with localized

distributed generation (DG) utilizing small scale conventional energy sources (gas, diesel etc.) as well as

the sustainable energy resources (wind, solar etc.). The energy storage option is also integrated in the

hybrid network to improve the performance of the network operation. Various electrical simulations on a

test network are done using 'Power Factory' analysis tool, developed by DIgSILENT Gmbh, Germany.

From the analysis of various simulation results for the test network, it was found that the voltage

quality and the power supply availability in a hybrid network can be improved by the addition of

suitable capacity of energy storage system along with suitable protective and control equipments.
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Summary

Summary

The availability of electric power is a prerequisite for the functioning of modern sOCletIes. In the
present situation, the electricity is mainly generated by burning fossil fuels at centralized power

stations and then transmitting the power to the demand points by utilising long transmission and

distribution network. Due to the huge growth of energy demand globally, the exhaustion of finite fossil

resources is obvious in the near future. The emission levels of polluting gases in the environment have

also increased due to rapid industrialisation. Therefore, one of the most important concerns of today's

world is to reduce emission levels by efficient utilization of energy resources and use of more
environment friendly sustainable energy. Also, to meet the increasing load demand and to reduce the

burden of the transmission network, the concept of distributed generation is developed in which the

electricity is being produced and utilised locally. The distributed generation promotes the increased

use of sustainable energy resources (like wind power, solar energy) which are locally available.

The public and political awareness on the importance of reliable electricity supply is also increasing
due to the large blackouts that have occurred in the last couple of years in several countries. Due to the

liberalization and deregulation in the electricity market allover the world, the electric utilities are

awakening to the fact that power quality is an important issue to get more electricity clients out of the
market. The customers have become more concerned about the power quality and reliability of the

electricity so that their sophisticated devices can operate safely without any damage. Achieving a

reliable power supply at high quality level requires huge investments in the existing infrastructure.

In this thesis, a 'hybrid grid' is discussed in which the electricity network is comprised of various

centralized conventional power plants forming the electricity grid along with the localized distributed

generation (DG) utilizing the sustainable energy resources. The energy storage option is also
integrated in the hybrid network to improve the quality and reliability of the electric power supply.

Various electrical simulations on the test network chosen for this thesis are done in 'Power Factory'
analysis tool, developed by DIgSILENT Gmbh, Germany.

In the first part of this research, the power system reliability concepts are discussed. A 'Monte Carlo'
reliability model is developed for the test network and various load point reliability indices are

calculated for different busbars and load points. It is found from the simulation that for a radial
network, the upstream busbars have higher reliability indices than the downstream busbars in terms
of the availability of the power supply. Therefore, the frequency of interruption of power supply and

the duration of each interruption for the upstream busbars are relatively lower than the downstream
busbars.

In the next part of this research, the voltage quality of the test network, during an interruption of a
network component, is studied and the influence of DG is analysed. It is observed that DG has very

little influence on the network's voltage quality when a three-phase short circuit fault occurs in one of
the network's component. For the radial test network in which the DG is located at the bottom end of

the string, DG prevents the complete outage of downstream busbar voltages when a fault occurs in an
upstream component. The busbar voltages improve in the range of 2 to 18% of the nominal value,
depending on the distance of the fault point from the busbar under consideration. It is also noticed

that the presence of that small amount of voltage during the fault interval at various busbars are not
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Summary

enough for most of the customer's equipment to remain in operation. Each of the customer's

equipment has a definite voltage tolerance curve which indicates the minimum voltage that should be
available at the equipment's terminal to keep it running under all circumstances. It is noticed from the
analysis that during a fault in the test network, voltages available at most of the busbars are less than

minimum required voltage by the equipments. Therefore, the customer's equipment shut down

spontaneously by the operation of under voltage relay during that fault in the test network. So, the

presence of fast acting protective device is important for clearing the fault immediately to prevent the

instability of the network.

In the last part of this thesis, a suitable storage system is chosen for the test network which can

support the power supply for both short and long duration. It is found that sodium sulphide (NaS)
storage system can perform the above task efficiently. Also, it was noticed from NaS battery discharge

characteristics that total 6 MW storage systems is sufficient to support all the loads of the test network.

Some simulations are done to analyse the influence of a storage system in the test network. It was

found that the storage system improves the voltages of different busbars of the network during the

short duration fault (300 msec) in the range of 7 to 35% of the nominal voltage, depending on the

distance of the fault point from the busbar. Therefore, the probability of the customer's interruption is
reduced as the duration of the sharp voltage dip is reduced remarkably by the addition of the storage

system. Also, for the long duration interruption (say two hours), the storage system can feed the power
supply to various loads and maintain the voltages of different busbars close to the nominal value.

Thus, from the research following conclusions can be made -

);> Storage system in the hybrid network augments the performance of DG. Overall reliability of

the network is improved due to the presence of storage system.

);> DG alone contributes very less on the power quality improvement of the network during a
short circuit event.

);> Short circuit current contribution of a DG at the fault point is relatively negligible when it is
connected to a strong grid which has high short circuit contributing capacity.

);> Storage system contributes some additional improvements of busbar voltages during a fault.
But this improvement is not always enough to augment the voltage quality of the network.

);> Reliability analysis using 'Monte Carlo' method is found efficient for analysis of time variant
load and generation data and storage system in the network.

);> Various customer reliability indices in terms of power supply interruption are lower for

upstream elements than that of downstream elements of a radial network.

);> 'Sodium sulphide (NaS)' storage system is chosen for the test network that can support both
short and long duration power demand.

);> Fast acting protective device, superior control technology and sophisticated battery

management system is required to obtain high benefits from the hybrid network.
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I Introduction

Introduction

The research of this report is part of the main research project 'Transition and transition paths: the

road to a sustainable energy system - Networks of the future' conducted by the 'Electrical Power

System (EPS)' department of the Technical University Eindhoven, the Netherlands. The main research
is sponsored by 'Nederlandse organisatie voor wetenschappelijk onderzoek (NWO), which is a Dutch

organisation who encourages the research work in the field of scientific innovation. In the main

research, various scenarios of the future electricity network for the Netherlands are suggested. One of
the proposed scenarios is the 'Hybrid Network' that integrates the small scale distributed generators in

the grid which is generally comprised of centralised power plants. In this research, the concept of the

'Hybrid Grid' is described and some electrical network simulation studies are conducted to find out

some consequences of the proposed concept.

1.1 Background

The conventional concept of power transmission is to generate electricity centrally in high capacity

power stations (>50MW) and transport it by utilizing long transmission and distribution lines to feed
in different demand points. Grid connected centralised power production is a matured well

established technology and is reliable as different generation units are interconnected. Another
alternative procedure of the electricity generation is to produce and consume energy on local places,

using dispersed energy sources. Decentralized generation (DG) with small capacity power stations

«50MW) is relatively modern technology and is expected to be economically viable option when load
centres are diversified and far away from central station [I]. To utilise the relative benefits of both these
two technologies of power transmission, a hybrid network can be formed. Therefore, a hybrid network
is a combination of centralized conventional power plants along with small scale distributed

generations (DG) which may consist of conventional and sustainable energy sources. The electricity
storage system is needed when DG incorporates huge amount of sustainable energy sources in the

network. It is expected that a hybrid network which integrates sustainable energy sources, the presence
ofa storage system can appreciably improve the power quality and reliability of the network.

The commercial structure of electricity supply industry also plays an important role in the
development of hybrid network. A deregulated electricity market and open access to distribution
network is likely to provide greater opportunity to promote a hybrid system. At present, the

distribution generation is seen exclusively as a source of power generation rather than its power
quality issues [I]. But with increasing amount of integration of DG in the main grid can influence the
network power quality and reliability appreciably. As DG contains different types of generators with

different electrical characteristics. its contribution to public grid varies for various network conditions.
Also, DG can increase short circuit currents in the network and hence protection coordination of the
network can become a critical issue in a hybrid network [2]. In some cases. DG utilises local renewable

energy sources which are fluctuating and time dependent. Therefore, a storage system can playa very
important role to maintain network energy balance and can influence appreciably on the electricity
grid's power quality and reliability. Also, due to sensitive loads present at the customers' end, high

quality and highly reliable electricity is demanded by the potential clients.

The influence ofa hybrid grid on the network's power quality and reliability Page 1
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1.2 Objectives of research

Introduction

Foreseeing the increasing importance of a high quality hybrid network, the objective of this project is

chosen to analyse various technical aspects of future hybrid grid, relating to operational reliability and

power quality issues.

In this thesis, the wind power based sustainable energy is considered for distributed generation which

is integrated to the conventional main electricity grid. As the power outputs from the wind based

distributed generators are dependent on the meteorological conditions, it can influence the grid power

quality and reliability to a large extent. One of the most important criteria for successful and large scale

implementation of sustainable energy sources in the existing grid is that it should perform technically

the same or better than the present network. This study will give some impression of the influence of

distribution generation in a hybrid network on various power quality and reliability issues. In the

present deregulated energy market, a large scale adoption of sustainable energy sources is possible

when it gains confidence among the public by providing reliable and good quality electricity as of the

present existing grid. Distributed generation technologies have the potential to meet the grid
requirement and solve the growing energy demand problem. But due to their specific characteristics

like the nature of generation, operational performance, geographical location and the available energy

resources at the time instance of operation to meet specific load requirements, sometimes DC is not
considered as the optimum solution. Looking to the future, the success of DC may depend on

integrating energy storage to provide optimum energy delivery solutions [2].

In this thesis, simulation studies are done by implementing DC and / or storage systems in the
network for various network conditions. The main objective of this report is to find out how DC and

storage systems influence the power quality and reliability of the electricity supply.

1.3 Research questions and approach

The main target of this research is to find out the impact of integration of the wind based distributed
generation and storage systems on the network's operational performance. Therefore, the following
research question is formed to formulate the research goal.

'Investigation of the network's power quality and reliability in a hybrid network'.

To find out the answer to the above main question, it is sub-divided into several smaller questions:

~ Does DC have major influence on the network's reliability?

~ How does DC influence the voltage quality of the network during a failure event of a network's
component?

~ How does a storage system along with its associated power electronics inverters influence on the
network's voltage quality and the reliability?

The influence ofa hybrid grid on the network's power quality and reliability Page 2
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To investigate the answers to the above questions, four main steps are set as stated below.

Introduction

~ Selection of a realistic network: A network is selected which contains high, medium and low
voltage levels and the high voltage substation is connected to the external grid point which is
assumed to have infinite electrical power transfer capacity. The network also contains a DG which
is considered to be fed from wind energy. Realistic load demand data is collected to simulate the
network with real load demand. After the network is selected, it is reduced to a single string with
various network loads and DG. Only a small part of the original network is chosen for present
research so that it can be modeled easily depending on the research's need, avoiding complicacy.

~ Reliability analysis: With various failure data for different network elements, the reliability analysis
is done to find out reliability indices of different busbars and load points of the network.

~ Voltage Quality: A number of case studies for short duration interruptions are simulated for the
test network to analyze the influence of DG on the network's voltage distribution during the fault
event.

~ Storage system: An appropriate type and capacity of the storage is selected. It is modeled with its
associated power electronics inverters and controller units for the test network. Case studies with
short and long duration interruptions are done to check the influence of storage on the network's
voltage quality. The influence of storage on the network's reliability is also observed.

All the simulation studies, indicated in the above steps, are conducted in the electrical power system
analysis tool 'Power Factory', developed by the Germany company DIgSILENT GmbH.

1.4 Outline of the report

This report is structured in the same order as the steps described above. In the [Chapter 21 of this

report, the test network and the simulation software package 'Power Factory' is described. Various
reliability methods are discussed in IChapter 31. Also, the reliability simulation results for the test
network are described in this chapter. In the IChapter 41, various power quality indicators are briefly

discussed and the main attention is focused on different power supply interruptions which have a link
with the power supply reliability. Some case studies are done and the influences of DG on the
network's busbar voltage quality, during an interruption of a network's component, are discussed. The

impacts of low busbar voltages on the customer's load interruptions are also discussed briefly in this
chapter. The importance of storage system is described in !Chapter 51. A sodium sulphide (NaS) storage

system which is found the most suitable storage system for the test network is described briefly. Also,
detail modelling of a storage system for the test network along with its power electronics components
is discussed in the last of the chapter. In !Chapter 61, a number of simulations are done to analyse the

influence of storage on the network's power quality issues. Some more simulations are done to check
the impact of Nas storage on the test network's reliability. In the last !Chapter ~, the final conclusions

are drawn on various simulation results. Also, it is discussed whether the research targets are met

correctly. The scope of future work is also suggested in this chapter.

The influence ofa hybrid grid on the network's power quality and reliability Page 3
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2 Test Network and Simulation Software

A realistic test network called 'Testnet' developed by ContiNuon, a Dutch network operator, is chosen

to do the simulations for this research. The network has three different voltage levels and is connected

to an external grid. The selected test network forms a hybrid network as desired by the project criteria.

Various simulations are done by using the 'Power Factory' software package. In this chapter, the test

network is described briefly and various modelling parameters are discussed. The simulation software

'Power Factory' and its features are also briefly discussed in this chapter.

2.1 Test network

In the 'Power Factory' software, the real network 'Testnet' is modeled. This test network is quite large

containing more than IOO node points. Therefore, only a small part of the network is chosen (around

20 nodes) for the simplification of the analysis. With the selected part of the test network, different

simulations are carried out. Also, some modifications of the test network are done depending on the
research need.

The network has three voltage levels (I50kV, IOkV and 690V) and total eight busbars (one I50kV high

voltage busbar, one IOkV double busbars, four IOkV single busbars and one 690V single busbar). The

network is connected to external grid through the I50kV busbar. In the original 'Testnet', the external
grid's three phase short circuit capacity is considered as 67 kA. For the test network of this research,

the short circuit capacity of the grid is also considered same as the 'Testnet'. It signifies that the

external grid is strong and can have major impact during a fault event in the network. In the test
network, a series reactor is present to limit the short circuit contribution of the grid in to the network

during a fault event of network's component. There are two transformers in the network (one I50/IO
kV and one IO/0.69 kV) which are connected at different voltage levels. Five loads are considered at
different 10 kV busbars as shown in Fi ure -2.1. The different loads are considered to be lumped at IO

kV voltage level. At the 690V busbar, a distributed generator (DG) of total 2 MW power generation

capacity is connected. The DG is considered to be of synchronous generator type and is fed from wind
power. Three small wind turbines, each of 660kW capacity, are lumped together to form the DG. The
wind generator generates electricity depending on the wind speed at that moment. Hourly wind speed

data for the whole year (8760 hours) can be taken for the wind turbine and accordingly power
generation at every hour can be calculated. For the present research, it is considered that DG generates
constant power continuously. Hourly wind speed data is important when it is required to know the

yearly energy output from the DG. One of the targets of this research is to find out various customer
reliability indices in terms of power supply availability. The total energy served to the loads is not of
interest for this research. Also, it is considered that DG is out of service when a long duration failure

occurs in the network. For this thesis, DG is identified and weighted for its busbar voltage support
performance in the network rather than as an energy source. An hourly load demand data for whole
year (8760 hours) is included as load characteristic for each demand point. The load flow result for a
particular instant of time is shown in Fi re 2.1. Various network elements (cable, transformer, loads,
generator, etc.) data are tabulated in IAttachment-I1 at the end of this report.

The influence ofa hybrid grid on the network's power quality and reliability Page 4
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Figure 2.1: Load flow results of the test network
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2.2 Brief description of 'Power Factory' software

The 'Power Factory' software is an electrical network analysis tool developed by the German company

DIgSILENT Gmbh. In this software. various electrical simulations can be done using graphical

interfaces and database. This software can be used for performing the following types of simulations
of electrical networks [6]:

• Load Flow Analysis
• Short Circuit Calculation
• Transient Analysis
• Dynamic Simulation
• Protective Relay Coordination
• Harmonic Analysis
• Reliability Study
• Contingency Analysis

For this project, 13.1 (B257) version of the 'Power Factory' software is used. In this software, it is

possible to program by using DIgSILENT Programming Language (DPL) which is an object oriented
programming tool for developing a script desired by the user. The software has its own library for the

modelling of various controllers for different electrical components. It is also possible to modify those

controller blocks as per requirement by utilizing DIgSILENT Simulation Language (DSL). Thus, this
software package gives the user ample liberty to modify various electrical components and their

characteristics depending on the needs of the simulation.

In this research, the reliability of the electrical network is simulated by using 'Monte Carlo' analysis

method. The 'Power Factory' does not provide this calculation method inside its 'Reliability Study'
simulation tool. Therefore, a DPL script is developed to perform this analysis (Refer IChapter 31 on

'Reliability Analysis' for a detailed description). For the study of the 'Power Quality' issues (Refer
[Chapter-41) of this research, the in-built dynamic simulation tool of the 'Power Factory' is utilized to

perform various simulations.

'Power Factory' provides graphical objects for representing various electrical components. But for
modelling a storage component, it does not provide a graphical object representing a battery. So. a
storage system is modeled by using DC voltage source and the DC/AC inverter assembly (Refer
[Chapter-51 and I¢hapter6D. Also, various controller blocks for storage system modelling (PQ controller,

current controller etc.) and the generator (exciter, governor models) parameter values are modified
depending on the project requirement.
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3 Reliability Analysis

Reliability Analysis

The availability of electric power is a prerequisite for the functioning of modern societies. The
increasing energy demand and the shortage of available power to meet the high peak demand can

cause electric supply interruption and will decrease the power supply reliability and hence the
customer's trust on the utility service. In the recent years, the increased deploymerit of distributed

generation (DC) and its interconnection with the electricity grid has been identified as a mean to

enhance the electric transmission and distribution system performance and the customer service

availability [IS].

In this chapter, the power system reliability is studied on the test network by using the failure data of
the various network's components. In the beginning of this chapter, the power system reliability is

defined and various reliability indices are described. In the next part of this chapter, different reliability

calculation methods are discussed and the selection of 'Monte Carlo' analysis technique is justified. In
the last part of this chapter, 'State Enumeration' and 'Monte Carlo' methods of reliability analysis are

done on the test network by using 'Power Factory' software and the study results are compared.

3.1 Basics of reliability calculation

The area of reliability calculations has been intensively studied for several decades. Nevertheless, the
basics of reliability calculations are quite easy to understand intuitively. The required inputs are:

~ the topology of the network to be studied

~ identifying the network component characteristics (such as line and cable lengths, various
component ratings, electrical characteristics, as well as failure rates, maintenance intervals
and the duration of repairs)

~ the parameters characterizing the restoration process

Using these inputs, algorithms can be developed which calculate for each component outage whether

any loads are no longer served and if so, how often and how long this will be the case. By appropriately
summing the outage frequencies and probabilities for all loads, reliability indicators for the individual
loads as well as for the network can be computed. However, although principally straightforward,

practical implementation of reliability calculations requires creative approaches. Tasks such as finding
the optimal way of supply restoration by reconfiguration of the network without overloading any

component and while taking into account the possibility of using of emergency units require
sophisticated algorithms. Sometimes, even uncertainties in the input data, particularly in failure
statistics, progress of the restoration process and the network loading can be considered in the

simulation process [2, 5].
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3.2 Reliability analysis methods

Reliability Analysis

Reliability analysis has a wide range of applications in the engineering field. It can be implemented

with either qualitative or quantitative techniques. Qualitative techniques imply that reliability

assessment must depend solely upon engineering experience and judgment. Quantitative

methodologies use statistical approaches to support engineering judgments. Quantitative techniques
are based on the historical performance of existing systems and utilize the historical performance to

predict the effects of changing conditions on system performance [2]. In this research, quantitative
techniques combined with theoretical methods are used to predict the performance of network

operation.

In the quantitative method, the reliability evaluation techniques can be broadly categorized in two

different methods: analytical method based on the Contingency Enumeration approach and

simulation approach using the Monte Carlo method.

The state enumeration (SE) method is one of the analytical techniques that is highly developed and has
been used in practical applications for several decades. This technique represents the system by

mathematical models and evaluates the reliability indices from the models using mathematical

solutions. This approach is based on contingency enumeration and can identifY voltage problems in
addition to thermal overloads. The analytical model has some attractive features e.g. accuracy and

computational efficiency. This technique is quite simplified and thus chronological aspects of

productions, time varying load models, storage options, random weather effects etc. however cannot
be modeled. Therefore, the SE is not a desirable technique when a wide range of operating conditions

has to be considered in the system. Analytical techniques are generally used to evaluate the mean or
expected values of the load point and system reliability indices. The mean values, however, do not

provide information on variability of indices [19].

Monte Carlo (MC) simulation, on the contrary, is capable of modelling the full range of operating
conditions. It is based on random sampling of events, followed by the analysis of each sampled event.
This method estimates different reliability indices by simulating actual process and random behaviour

of the system. This simulation approach provides the opportunity to develop an appreciation of the
variability associated with the annual indices [16]. In order to obtain this appreciation of the annual
variability, it is necessary to include probability or frequency distribution concepts in the evaluation

process. One disadvantage of this model is that it requires a large number of simulation events to

obtain a realistic result and thus it takes longer processing time. But with the increasing development
of computer processor technology, analysis with the MC method is becoming faster than few decades
ago. In this approach, the simulated performance indices reflect system overload problems and also

could reflect voltage problems. The important but extreme low-probability transmission outages can
also be modeled in this method but for that very long simulation period is required. It is because of the

very low chance of occurrence of that event during the simulation period [13, 14, 19].

For complex operating conditions and for cases where large number of severe events are involved in

the system, Monte Carlo methods are preferable in comparison to state enumeration analytical
(

technique. There are two basic methods that are applied to Monte Carlo simulation technique:
sequential and non-sequential technique. In the non-sequential method, the states of all components
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are sampled and a non-chronological system state is obtained [13]. In the sequential approach, the up

and down cycles of all the elements are simulated and a system operating cycle is obtained by
combining all the component cycles. This technique utilizes realistic experimental data, chronological

load and generation data and complex events in the system. Sequential MC approach can be used to
model all contingencies and operating characteristics inherent in the system. In [able 3-11, a

comparison is presented between SE and MC techniques.

Table 3-1: Comparison of reliability analysis methods

Criteria for comparison SE method MC sequential method

Main working principle Defining various states of Randomly selects different

different elements event occurrence

Chronological data handling Not possible Possible

Storage element feature Can be modeled considering a Time variant charging-

constant charging-discharging discharging behavior can be

value. modeled

Analysis of events Only few contingencies are All contingencies and

analyzed operating characteristics can

be modeled

Computation Time Few minutes (5) for small Minutes (20) as it simulates

system (20 node points). for a large number of events.

Simulation time increases in Generally for complicated

terms of 2n when network size system with many

increases (with n components of components, MC method is

a network). faster than SE method.

After comparing the above features, it is decided to work with Monte Carlo technique as chronological
data for various loads and generations can be modeled in this method. Also, the operation of a storage
system can be incorporated in this method. Both these features are important from the view point of

this research. A comparison of study results using both SE and MC methods are discussed in section

3.4 of this chapter.

3.3 Power system reliability

Reliability is considered as the probability of a device or system performing its function adequately and
satisfactorily, for the period of time intended, under the operating conditions specified. A device or
system is said to perform satisfactorily if it does not fail during the time of service [5].

There are two types of devices / systems are considered for reliability analysis: a) repairable and b)
non-repairable system.

In case of repairable systems, failures are expected to occur; they are repaired and then returned to
service during their entire useful life. In this case, a more appropriate measure of reliability is the

'availability' of a device or a system'. Availability of a repairable system is the proportion of time,
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during the intended time of service, that the device is in operation or ready for service. For a non
repairable system, the duration of its service period until it fails, is considered to be the availability of
that system.

The concept of power system reliability is very broad and covers all aspects of the ability of the system
to perform its function. The function of an electric power system is to provide electricity to its

customers efficiently and with a reasonable assurance of continuity and quality (voltage and frequency

within prescribed ranges around the nominal values). Power system reliability has a very wide range

of meanings and is associated with a number of various indices and their definitions which are often

used to indicate the performance of the system.

Considering the transmission and distribution facilities availability in the electrical network, the power

system reliability is mainly affected by the following [5]:

• Varying loads
• Availability of power

• Switch/protective device placement
• Sub-station rearrangement facility

• Fastness of protective device operation

• Availability of alternative feeds
• Equipment current limits

• Equipment failure rates

• Equipment repair times

Reliability as applied to power systems is divided into the two general categories of system adequacy
and system security [2]. A fictitious reliability tree is shown in F· ure .1.

System Adequacy

Figure p: Reliability tree diagram

System Security

System adequacy relates to the existence of sufficient generation, transmiSSion and distribution
facilities within the system to satisfy the customer load demand. Adequacy evaluation is therefore

associated with system steady state conditions. It is measured through the use of some 'index' which
quantifies system satisfactory /successful performance and is enforced through a criterion based on an
acceptable value of this reliability index.

There are three fundamental parameters in the calculation of system adequacy indices:
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~ Frequency of events

~ Duration of events
~ Probability of events.

Reliability Analysis

System security relates to the ability of the system to cope with changes and is consequently associated
with transient system conditions. Security deals with the relative ability of the system to survive

sudden shocks or upsets such as faults or equipment failures without cascading failures or loss of

stability. System adequacy precedes system security. Satisfactory system security cannot be obtained

without acceptable system adequacy.

3.3.1 Reliability indices

Reliability assessment techniques can be divided into two categories: deterministic and probabilistic

approaches.

The main principle of deterministic approach is based on maintaining adequate service under most

likely outages, but to accept some degradation of performance such as line overloads and station
voltage violations. Typical criteria included planning generation margins equal to a fIxed percentage of

the forecast peak demand and operating generation margins sufficient to cover the most likely

contingencies. Additionally, network capacity is usually installed to meet the N-! or N-2 criteria, which
requires the system to operate with one or maximum two elements out of service. However, for large

power systems, there are many combinations of failures that could cause interruption of supply or

violations of constraints. The basic weakness of deterministic criteria is that it cannot incorporate
many of the uncertainties in actual system operation due to stochastic nature of system behavior, or of

customer's demands, or of network component's failures [36].

Probabilistic approaches recognize all the possible combinations of equipment outages that would
cause a violation of system constraints and provide more realistic system indices. The object of a

reliability study is to derive suitable measures of successful performance on the basis of component
failure information and system confIguration. Load point and system indices are used to measure
composite system reliability. These two sets of indices complement each other and serve different

functions. The load point indices indicate the reliability at the individual busbars and are valuable in
identifying weak points in the system and in comparing the local impacts of component investment.
The system indices provide valuable information on overall system adequacy and can be used to
monitor system development.

A number of indices have evolved to provide a framework for evaluating the reliability of power
systems. Distribution system reliability evaluation consists of both load point and system indices to
gain insight into overall performance. Commonly used load point indices include the failure rate, A

(failures/year), average outage time, r (hours/failure), and average annual unavailability, U

(hours/year). These indices are described by the following equations for the kth load point:
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Where, 'LT..pk and 'LTdwnk represent the total uptime and downtime for load point k respectively, and Nk

represents the number offailures during the simulation period [12].

Based op load point indices, the system reliability indices are evaluated as follows [12]:

SAIFI (System Average InterDlption Frequency Index): It is the average interruption frequency per

customer served. It is determined by dividing the sum of all customer interruption frequency during a

year by the number of customers served.

SAIDI (System Average InterDlption Duration Index): It is the average interruption duration per

customer served. It is determined by dividing the sum of all customer interruption durations during a

year by the number of customers served.

SAIDI = Sum ofcustomer interruption duration / Total number ofcustomers

(5)

CAIDJ (Customer Average InterDlption Duration Index)· It is the average interruption duration for

those customers interrupted during a year. It is determined by dividing the sum of all customer

interruption durations by the number of customers experiencing one or more interruptions over a
one-year period.

CAIDI = sum ofcustomer interruption duration / Total number ofcustomer interruptions

(6)

Where, Mk is the number of customers at the kth load point.

3.3.2 Markov processes and state sampling technique

A process that is governed by probabilistic laws is usually referred to as a stochastic process. A Markov
process is a specific stochastic process and is characterized by a lack of memory, i.e., a system state is

independent of all past states except the immediately preceding one. A stationary process is a process
in which the system random behaviour in a fixed time interval is the same at all times in the past and
future regardless of the time being considered. The state space technique is usually based on
stationary Markov processes [2].

The state space diagram of a system consisting of one component is shown in Pi ure . . A state space

diagram includes all the possible system states, the way in which these states interact with each other
and the transition rate values.
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Figure 3.2: State space diagram of a one component Markov's model

If a two state model is used, the 'unavailability' is given by:

A

A+f.1

Where,

11 = Repair rate = I / MITR; --+MITR = Mean time to repair
A= Failure rate = I / MITF; --+MITF = Mean time to failure

So, Availability of a state = I-unavailability = 11 / (11+ A)

(
The frequency of encountering a state is given as the product of the probability of occurrence of that

particular state and the sum of departure rates from that state. The purpose of reliability evaluation of
composite generation and transmission system is to estimate the ability of the system to perform this
function.

State sampling technique

Based on the state sampling approach, the probability distribution of the component state duration is
sampled. Chronological system state transition process is obtained by combination of the
chronological component state processes. At any point of time, the component can reside in any of the

two states - up or down. The time a component spends in each state is known as residence time. It is
usually assumed to be exponentially distributed. For analysing the state of the system during the study
period, the following steps are generally followed:

~ Specify the initial state of each component.

~ Sample the duration of each component residing in the present state.

~ Operating histories of components up-down-up cycles are obtained.

~ System state is obtained by combining the states of each component at every instant of time.

In IFigure 3-31, two components are considered to be connected in series which are feed an external grid
and are supplying power to a load point. It can be noticed from the Fi ure . that only when two

components are available, the load can be served.
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Figure 3.3: Example of a load served with two components in series

Note: In Fi re . , 'rTF' indicates total time to failure ofa component which means that component is in

service. While 'ITR' means total time to repair which means that the component is out ofservice for repair.

'Tu/ indicates that the load is served and 'hvn' means the load service is interrupted.

3.4 Reliability analysis using 'Power Factory' software

The reliability of the test network is analyzed by using the 'Power Factory' software simulation tool.
Two different methods are used and are described below.

Reliability calculation using State Enumeration method

As discussed in section 3-1.2, the state enumeration (SE) technique deals with different states of the
system by using analytical method and it does not encounter real time chronological data of the

elements. In the 'Power Factory' software, for the reliability analysis by the SE method, the total load
curve of the whole year for each load points is analysed as a load duration curve. The load duration
curve is considered to have eight different states of the load and the probability of those states is also

calculated by the software. In the state enumeration method, the load and generation models are
simplified and it does not consider chronological data. The various elements failure probability data

are utilized to calculate different reliability indices as described in section 3-4-1. In 'Power Factory' the
rel1ability indices are represented by using somewhat other nomenclature than those described in

section 3.P. The indices that are commonly used in 'Power Factory' are as described below [6].
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AID

1. Average interruption frequency in a year (ACIF) . It is same as failure rate ')...' as described before. It
is represented as number of failures/year.

2. Average interruption duration per year (ACIT) - It is same as the average outage time 'r' described in
this chapter. The unit of ACIT is total number of hours / failure.

3. Average interruption duration for each failure (AID) - AI D is defined as average annual unavailability
'U' and is represented as hours/year.

ACIT is the product of AID and ACIF and the relation among them is shown in IFigure 3.41.

For Equal
Value

···•;." "" :' '"·::
:··

ACIF
Figure 3+ Characterization of reliability indices [32]

The above parameters are used to indicate reliability indices for busbars and load points.

In the 'Power Factory' software, some assumptions are made while working with the SE method. In
this method, when the grid or other upstream elements in the network fail, generator still delivers
power to the other load points which are not affected by the fault event. The SE method works mainly

on the following principles in 'Power Factory' [6]:

• Fault clearance: Disconnects the fault from the supply by opening the 'nearest' circuit breaker
where a protection element is defined in the same cubicle.

• Fault separation: Minimizes faulted area by opening disconnector close to the fault.

• Power restoration: Closes the appropriate circuit breakers to energize the loads which are not

supplied anymore (if possible).

• Overload alleviation: Removes the overloads of lines, transformers, generators by the generator re
dispatch, load transfer and load shedding.
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Reliability calculation using Monte Carlo method

Reliability Analysis

While working with sequential Monte Carlo (MC) method, 'Power Factory' does not provide any in

built option to use this method directly. However, a DPL ('DIgSILENT' programming language) script

can be written to perform this method of analysis. As MC works with chronological data, real state

time based load data can be analysed and is provided as input in the script. In time sequential Monte

Carlo simulations, an artificial history is created by generating a series of up and down times for each

stochastic component in the system. Number of failure events of various network elements is

estimated randomly during the simulation interval based on their respective failure rate.

Yearly stochastic load models are considered for different load points. The power generation from the
DG is assumed to be constant for the analysis as discussed in !Chapter 21. The real time hourly data can

be used in the load and DG model when it is required to calculate the energy transfer capability of the

network. MC simulation is required to be done for several years to analyze all failure data, even for

encountering the rare events. Different load point reliability indices, same as stated for SE method, are

also calculated in MC method.

3.4.1 Failure models used in 'Power Factory'

In the distribution system, each transformer, feeder and busbars has two operating states, Le. up and

down. The time spent by a component before two consecutive failures occur, Le. when the component

is at up state and in operation, is called the 'time to failure (TIFl'. Similarly, when the component fails

and goes to its down state, the time interval between the two consecutive up states is called the 'time to

repair (TIR)'. Generally, different elements in the electrical transmission and distribution system are

quite reliable and a failure occurs once in every ten to several hundred years. Various failure data are

chosen close to the real situation failure data. The supply restoration time and the network component
repair time shown in [able 3-21 are taken from the literature survey [II, 33 J. It is considered that the

test network under study is a small part of the main 'Testnet' which consists of number of parallel

branches with multiple alternative supplies. Therefore, in a real situation the power supply will be
restored back within the time specified in [able 3-21. The repair time of the component is relatively

higher than restoration time. The test network under study is of radial configuration which has no

alternative power supply in the network except the DG. So, for this case if an upstream element fails,

the downstream network suffers an outage if DG is out of service (for safety reasons during the fault

event). Therefore, the supply will be restored back only after the repair of the network component. But

considering that in the original 'Testnet' there are several parallel supplies present in the network, it is
considered that the supply restoration time for the test network is same as indicated in [able 3-21.

Table 3-2: Statistical failure data for network elements [II, 32, 33]

Network Element Failure rate Repair time for the Average duration of

(number of component for each supply restoration

failure in a year) failure (hours) timeii (hours)

ISO kV high voltage busbar O.I
i 4.0 I

10 kV double busbar 0.02 4.0 I
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ro kV single busbar 0.0126 4.0 r

Substation transformer 0.025 ro.o 2

(r'io/rokV)

Step down transformer O.OIl ro.o 2

(MV/LV)

Cable (for all types) per roo km I.I9 4.0 2

Notes:

i) For the 150kV busbar of the test network that is connected to external grid, the failure rate is

considered higher than other type ofbusbars. It is considered that several other networks are also
connected to the 150kV grid. Thus, to count ofthe failure probability of those elements which are

external to this network, the failure rate of150kV busbar is taken higher.

ii) The supply restoration time for diffirent components is considered an integer number (for

example if the restoration time is less than 1 hour e.g. 40 minutes, then it is taken as 1 hour for

simplification of the study. The Me reliability analysis of this report considers hourly data as
reference time frame in the analysis tool 'Power Factory').

In the SE method, different reliability indices are calculated considering the failure rates of

components shown in [able 3-~. It does not specify any definite time at which failure of an element is

occurring. While in MC method, every failure event is estimated based on the failure rates specified

for each component during the simulation period. For this research, roo years of simulation period is

considered which means that the total period of simulation hours is (roo x 8760=) 876,000 hours.

Also, the developed DPL script for MC simulation method is revalidated by using a hand calculation

and is attached in IAttachment-21. It is assumed that the number of failure events occur for a

component in the test network is same for the hand calculation and the software developed result.

Therefore, in the hand calculation, the number of failure events of each network component is taken

as input data that are obtained from the software developed results.

3.4.2 Calculation based on 'State Enumeration' method

The state enumeration method works by evaluating the system for each component failure. The

simplified three step algorithm is generally used for this method:

a) select a system state (e.g. load level, generation / equipment availability in the network)

b) analyse the performance of the selected state (i.e. check if available generation can meet the load
demands, or is it required to do any modification of the network e.g. load curtailment, generation
rescheduling, voltage correction etc.)

c) evaluate reliability indices

The state enumeration simulation method is based on algorithms where a Markov model is used for

both equipment and load transitions. Thus, states that are selected have no connection with real time

chronological data or memory of the system. In 'Power Factory', ACIT, ACIF and AID for various
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busbars and load points are calculated and are shown in IAttachmenHI. Various reliability indices are

also shown in tI'able 3-31.

3.4.3 Calculation based on 'Monte Carlo' method

The sequential Monte Carlo is a tool to simulate chronological data of system elements. The

chronological modelling is related to the evaluation of system states in the stochastic process of the

system operation through the assessment of synthetic sequences of the system states. These sequences
are based on the combination of each component's state duration and the load model in the same time

basis. The necessary steps to evaluate reliability indices using this method are conceptually the same

as described above for state enumeration method. The main difference is in the selection and

chronological treatment of system states. This approach moves chronologically through the s~~tem

states for the whole cycle of system operation. Thus, it is able to analyse correctly the state of each
system at every instant of time.

In 'Power Factory' software, the Monte Carlo method of reliability analysis is not available as default.

Therefore, a DPL (DIgSILENT Programming Language) script was developed to do the analysis which
is attached at the end of this report (Refer IAttachment-I8~. The algorithm used to develop the DPL
script is shown in Fi re .. Various element failure data are imported in the script and for each

element failure event and duration is chosen randomly with in the simulation period (Refer tI'able 3-2D.

The MC simulation is done for a duration of hundred years considering 8760 hours for each year.

Also, depending on the availability of every network element, the network status is evaluated. For
example, if a busbar failure event is selected, then all the elements connected to the busbar have to be

out of service. It is also assumed that during an outage event of a network element, the DC is also out

of service. So, when there is a failure occurs in any substation element (I50kV busbar or high voltage
transformer), the DC is switched off for safety reasons. Therefore, most of the load supplies are

interrupted during a failure event, depending on the location of fault point and the busbar in
consideration.

After the simulation is done, all the load points and busbars reliability indices (ACIT, ACIF and AID)
are exported in Excel as result fIle. Failure events and their duration for each element are exported for
information of every system state of the network.
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Figure 3.5 : Algorithm for reliability study by 'Monte Carlo' method

In the analysis, it is considered that the protective devices present in the network are very fast and clear

the fault event with in few cycles after its initiation. Also, in case of the meshed network, where
parallel feeders exist, generally the power restoration occurs with in an hour time and thus long

duration load supply interruption can be prevented. During a three phase short circuit fault event, a
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major part of the network gets affected until the power supply restoration occurs. After the fault is
cleared by the protective device, the network rearrangement occurs. During this interval, majority of

the network component suffers an interruption for a short period. This type of short interruption is
not considered in the developed DPL script.

The main purpose of the reliability study of this research is to fmd out the reliability indices of the load

points and different busbars. So, the average customer interruption time (ACIT) and average customer

interruption frequency (ACIF) are calculated for all the load points and the busbars. First the failure
occurrence time for each component (busbar, line and transformer) of the network (Refer \Attachment-I

~ is calculated using the developed script. The total simulation period is chosen for roo years. So, the

calculation takes very long time if it calculates for the whole simulation period considering hourly data.
The hourly data is important for calculating the average energy not served (ENS) for each load point.

But for the present research, it is interesting to find out ACIT and ACIF for various busbars and load

point. So, it was decided to carry out the simulation only for the instants when a failure event occurs as

calculated by the script to reduce the computation time. Various reliability indices for busbars and load
points are shown in Fi re- .6 and !Figure 3-~'
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Figure 3.6 :_Reliability indices for various busbars

The variations of ACIT and ACIF indices for different busbars and load points over the simulation
period are shown in the !ATTACHMENT-51.
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Figure 3.7 : Reliability indices for various load points

It can be observed from the results of Fi ure .6 and. that the down stream busbars and load points

suffer more supply interruptions than that of the upstream elements.

3.4.4 Comparison of study results

Various reliability indices are calculated for the test network by using both state enumeration (SE) and

sequential Monte Carlo (MC) methods. In the 'Power Factory' software, the SE method is simulated

and various indices as found. For MC simulation. the developed DPL script is executed to get various

indices. Both the results are shown in [able 3-31 and [able 3-41.

Table 3-3: Comparison of reliability indices for busbars

Reliability ACIT ACIF AID

Indices (Hours /annum) (Interruptions (HoursfInterruption

/annum) /) ear)

Simulation SE MC SE MC SE MC

Method

ST-I 0.10 O.Il 0.10 O.Il 1.00 1.00

ST-2 O.IC) 0.20 0.17 0.17 LIS LI8

ST-3 O.IC) 0.20 0.17 0·17 LIS LI8

ST-4 0.20 0.21 0.18 0.18 LI4 1.17

ST-) 0.28 0.2C) 0.22 0.23 1.2) 1.26

ST-6 0·3) 0.36 0.26 0.27 1.32 q3

ST-7 0·41 0·42 0·30 0·31 1.36 QS

ST-8 0.38 0·4) 0.2C) 0·33 Q4 1.36
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Table 3-4: Comparison of reliability indices for loads

Reliability Analysis

Reliability ACIT ACIF AID

Indices (Hours/annum) (Interruptions/annum) (Hours/Interruption
fyear)

Simulation SE MC SE MC SE MC

Method

Load LD-I O.IC) 0.20 0·17 0.17 I.I5 I.I7
Load LD-2 0.28 0.2C) 0.22 0.2~ 1.25 1.25

Load LD-~ O.Vi 0:~6 0.26 0.27 1.~2 1.~2

Load LD-4 0-41 0.42 0.~0 0.,1 1.~6 q4

Load LD-5 0.~8 0·45 0.2C) 0·33 1.34 1.36

It is found from the results of [able 3-31 and [able 3-41 that various reliability indices, found in the SE

and the MC methods, are close to each other. Only differences obtained for the busbar ST-8 and load
LD-5. The reason for this difference is described below.

~ In the DPL script for the MC method, it is assumed that the generator busbar (ST-8) becomes out
of service in case of a failure of any of the network elements. During a fault event, DG is generally

switched off to prevent its instability and damage [IS]. As the generator is located at the bottom part
of the radial test network, its interruption time and frequency will be maximum than any other

element of the network. If the busbar is located at the downstream part of the network, the failure
rates of other upstream elements get added to the failure frequency of the downstream busbar.

Thus, the load LD-5 and generator busbar ST-8 have the highest number of interruption frequency

and duration than other busbars and loads as they are located at the farthest part of test network.

~ In SE method, when the grid or other upstream element of the network fails, the software takes
some action. When a fault initiates in any network component except in the generator busbar, the

generator reschedules its generation and also the loads of various busbars are partially shed /

interrupted depending on the severity and the location of the fault point. The 'Power Factory' works
on the logic of 'minimisation of loss of generation' concept. Therefore, in the SE method of
reliability analysis, the 'Power Factory' tries to reschedule the generation output depending on the
network's changed situation.

3.4.5 Conclusion on simulation results

The reliability results found using the SE and MC methods are more or less comparable. It is found

that various customer reliability indices in terms of the power supply interruption is lower for

upstream elements than the downstream network components during a fault event of a radial network
element. The SE method used in 'Power Factory' gives smaller values of reliability indices due to its

conservative load loss minimisation approach. Thus, the average customer interruption frequency and
duration found in this method are bit lower than the MC method. The reliability analysis using the
MC method is found efficient for analysis of time variant models for load, generation and storage

system. In the MC analysis, it is possible to calculate the total expected energy loss of a load during the

simulation period by using the real time chronological data for various network elements.
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4 Power Quality

The term 'power quality' (PQ) considers all aspects of power supply that have an impact on the
customer's devices from the point of view of voltage quality and supply reliability. It is observed from

the literature study [25] that most of modern electronics devices produce some voltage disturbances
due to their operation which in turn contribute distortion in the power quality of the electricity supply.

Thus, power quality has become an important issue from the customer as well as from the utilities
point of view.

One of the main attentions of this study is focused on the voltage quality of the available power supply

during an interruption of a network component. Any problem manifested in voltage, current or
frequency deviations that result in failure or mal-operation of the customer's equipment is considered

as a power quality problem. In the first part of this chapter, a brief analysis is given on various aspects

of power quality issues. In the later part of this chapter, various types of power supply interruptions are
discussed. Also, some case studies are done with the test network to check the impact of distributed

generation on network power quality.

4.1 Brief description ofpower quality issues

The quality of service is often sub-divided in three components: the reliability/availability of the power

supply, the quality of the voltage, and the relational aspects between the utility and the customer. On
all these aspects electric utilities have the challenge to meet the demands of the different customers.
The relation between power quality and the quality of service is described in Fi me .r.

.------- Reliability I Availability of supply

Quality of Service -----1------ Power quality

'--------- Customer Relation Management

Figure 4.1: General definition of quality of service [9, 34]

The term power quality (PQ) can be summarised in two main components: the voltage quality and the

current quality. The voltage quality can be described in terms of magnitude, voltage dips, flicker,
frequency deviation, waveform distortion, unbalance and asymmetry of the three phase voltages. The
current quality is defined as the deviations of the current from its ideal waveform. The variation in

current magnitude plays an important role in the design of power distribution systems. The more
constant the current is, the cheaper the system per delivered energy unit. Thus, the power quality is
concerned with deviations of voltage and / or current from the ideal. The current and voltage qualities

are strongly related to each other. If either of them deviates from the ideal, it is hard for the other to be
ideal [3). Different types of PQ issues are classified as [9, 34) follows and are shown in Fi me .2.
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~ Frequency disturbances.
~ Voltage disturbances: waveform sinusoidal but rms value unacceptable.
~ Waveform disturbances: waveform is non-sinusoidal.

Power Quality

Voltage
MagnitUde

Figure 4.2: Simplified characterisation of Power Quality issues

Most of the electrical equipments are fed from power plants through the transmission and distribution

network. The utility is responsible to provide good quality voltage to the customers. In this research.

one of the main attentions is focused on the voltage quality issues during a power supply interruption

event in the network. Various voltage-related PQ problems that affect the supply voltage are graphically
represented in Fi
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Figure 4.3: Definitions of voltage magnitude events as used in EN50I6o [3]

Due to the growing use of sophisticated and sensitive equipment by the customers, the operation of

modern equipment is highly vulnerable to the supply voltage quality. Sometimes customer's devices
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even contribute voltage disturbances in the electricity supply. In this research, three phase short circuit
faults in the power system components are studied and the influence of distributed generation on the

network voltage quality is also analysed.

4.2 Indicators for voltage quality

Perfect voltage quality is characterized by a perfect sinusoidal voltage source without waveform

distortion, variation in amplitude or variation in frequency. Voltage quality concerns are becoming
more frequent with the proliferation of sensitive electronic equipment and automated processes. The

customer demands the best quality and a high reliable power supply. Causes of voltage quality

problems and consequences can be broadly visualized. The disruptions of electric services that impact
the voltage quality and supply reliability are shown in IAttachment-61. The root mean square (rms)

value of the voltage varies throughout the day. due to changes in the loads that are supplied by the

network. The electricity companies design and operate the network in such a way that the envelop of

the variation remains within accepted limits. In this research. only the short and long duration

interruptions are analysed.

Standard Regulations

In this research. the supply voltage limits are considered according to the European Standard EN
50160 [22). The network operator must satisfy the following regulation limits for LV and MV supply at
the customer level.

~ The standard nominal voltage for low voltage system less than 1 kV:

• During each period of one week 95% of the 10 minute mean rms values of the supply voltage shall
be within the range of Un ± 10%

• All 10 minutes mean rms values of the supply voltage shall be within the range of Un ± 10% / 
15%·

~ Nominal voltage for public medium voltage system above 1 kV up-to 35kV:

• Under normal operating conditions. excluding voltage interruptions. during each period of one
week, 95% of the 10 minutes mean rms values of the supply shall be within the range of Un ±

10%.

4.2.1 Interruptions

In the European Standard [EN 50160). an interruption occurs whenever the supply voltage drops

below 1% of the rated voltage. It is differentiated from a voltage dip problem which is one of the
important voltage quality issues. The term dip covers voltage drops down to 1% of nominal voltage
whereas an interruption occurs below 1% of the nominal voltage. An interruption with a duration up

to three minutes is called a 'short interruption' whereas when the interruption duration is more than 3
minutes. it is called 'long interruption' [2). The EN50160 standard regulations for short and long
duration interruptions on the LV and MV supply are described in ttable 4.11.
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Table 4- I: Standard regulations for various types of interruptions [22]

Power Quality

Quality Indices LV Supply MV Supply
Short interruptions of Indication: from several tens to Indication: from several tens to
supply voltage several hundreds times per several hundreds times per

annum for a duration ofless than annum for a duration ofless than
I sec and voltage dips to <1% Un. I sec and voltage dips to <1% Un.

Long interruptions of Voltage interruptions longer than Voltage interruptions longer than
supply voltage 3 minutes. Frequency of 3 minutes. Frequency of

interruption is between 10 and 50 interruption is between IO and 50

annually depending on area. annually depending on area.

Interruptions can be broadly categorised in two types: planned interruptions and unexpected

interruptions. Planned interruptions are generally defined as those where customers have been given
in advance notice with a corresponding minimum notice period (e.g. 2 weeks before the event). An

unexpected interruption is defined as that which could not be avoided (an accidental case) and where

advance notice could not be provided within the required notice period. This type of interruption can

be again sub-divided in two categories: short interruption and long / sustained interruption. A

sustained interruption is caused by upstream breaker or fuse operation. Upstream breakers may
operate due to short-circuits, overloads, and loss of stability on the bulk power system. This type of

interruption causes a loss of utility power for more than three minutes due to major local or regional

electrical events. Most of the sustained interruptions result from open circuits and faults. Short

interruptions generally occur due to operation of switching element. Short term interruption can also
be sub-divided in two types: momentary interruption and temporary interruption. A 'momentary

interruption' is a very short loss of utility power that lasts up to two seconds, usually caused by the

utility switching operations to isolate a nearby electrical problem. It can also happen from re-closing or
automated switching operation. A 'temporary interruption' is a loss of utility power lasting from two
seconds to less than three minutes, caused by a nearby short circuit due to something like animals,

wet insulators, or accidents [22]. In this research, the term interruption is considered as an outage of

power supply. All types of interruptions cause loss of power supply and hence the interruption of the
customers' loads. Different types of interruptions are shown in F' ure . .

Figure 4+ Classification of various types of interruption [2, 22]
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The concerns created by interruptions are evident and include inconvenience, loss of production time,
and loss of service to critical facilities. In Fi re ., the supply voltage waveform is shown when a

momentary and a long term interruption occur in the network.

r A ~ Momentary Intel11lption rAn Long-telll1 Interruption

~v V v

Figure 4.5: Various types of Interruptions

4.3 Analysis of network's voltage quality in 'Power Factory'

A small part of the 'TestNef as described in IChapter-21 has been considered for analysis. In the 'Power

Factory' software, some case studies have been simulated to analyse the variation of voltages at

different busbars when a short circuit failure occurs at different locations in the network. Both short

and long term interruptions have been considered for analysis of this research.

4.3.1 Selection of study cases

A number of case studies with various fault points are simulated to get a clear picture of the test
network behavior. To do a realistic study, it is required to find out various sensitive fault zones of the

network where a fault can occur in real situations. Faults in the MV networks contribute to a large
extent to customer reliability indices because huge number of nodes and braches with feeders and load
points are connected to the medium voltage network. It is observed that at the high voltage level, a

number of momentary interruptions occur mainly due to the switching operation which lasts for very
short period. At lower voltage levels, relatively less number of customers is connected in each low
voltage feeder and thus the customer's average interruption rates and duration are lower than in the
medium voltage system (21]. In Fi re- .6, some statistics for HV, MV and LV system annual

interruption duration is shown for years 1976-1999 for the Netherlands.
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Figure 4.6: Annual interruption duration [minutes/year] per LV customers [21]

It can be observed from the Fi reo .6 that the MV system is responsible for the majority of the

annual interruption duration of customers. In numbers there are more LV incidents but they usually

affects only a small number of customers. Faults at higher voltage levels are cleared faster and have

shorter interruption durations. In addition, the percentage of incidents leading to an interruption
decreases with the increase of the voltage level. Most HV-incidents do not lead to an outage, due to

redundancy in the system. whereas LV faults directly lead to the interruption of supply. It is noticed
that 80% of the outages in MV grid occurs due to cable and its accessory failure as shown in Fi reo
14]. The majority of the cable fault occurs due to incorrect digging activities and is considered to be the

main reason of network failure in MV grid.

Cable en:l t:oil)
Cable end

(plas ic)
Cable end

(mass)

Cable join
(plastic)

cable joint (oil)

PL cable

Figure 4.T Share of interruption occurrences for MV component [21]

To select various study cases for this research project, it is considered that most of the faults occur in

the network feeders and busbars. Two locations are chosen in the analysis: one dose to external grid
and the other one close to the end of the network. It is assumed that the fault condition remains in the

circuit for 300 msec. The short circuit is withdrawn quickly and the power supply is restored back. The
following cases are formulated for simulation:
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~ Fault at 150kV busbar ST-I for a duration of 300 msec. It is assumed that as soon as the fault is
cleared, the grid supply is restored back. Two situations are considered:

a) Fixed generation of DG (Case-4.I: Fault at ST-I, FG)

b) No generation from DG (CaseA.2: Fault at ST-I, NG). The distributed generator is assumed to be
disconnected from the network.

In these case studies, it is considered that the fault occurs at 150kV level for a short interval of 300 ms

due to some temporary type of failure in the busbar elements. The fault is cleared immediately and ST
I busbar comes back to normal operation. This case study is considered as 'short-term interruption'.

~ Fault at IokV line LN-3, at a distance of 95% length (close to busbar ST-7), for a duration of 300
msec. It is assumed that the fault is cleared immediately. DG is also considered to be in operation
and is not switched off. The influence of DG during and after the fault event is analyzed. Only one
case is considered for analysis:

a) Fixed generation ofDG (Case-4.3: Fault at LN-3, FG)

If a line fault continues for longer duration and is taken out from the network for repair purposes, the

fault is called 'long duration interruption'. The DG that is connected to the faulted part of the network

is generally switched off to ensure safety of operation. If an alternative feeder is present in the
network, the power supply can be restored at the down stream part of the network. Otherwise, the

power supply will be interrupted for that part of the network for long duration. This type of failure due

to the outage of a network component affects the power supply to some parts of the network for
relatively longer period (due to the repair duration of the affected feeder and absence of alternative
feeder and power supply). In the IChapter- 61, the network with DG and storage system will be studied

by simulating similar types of fault events in the network.

~ One more case study (CaseA.4) is done by adding one more DG near to the grid. It is done to
check the effects of more DGs on the network performance. A fault is simulated at ST-I busbar
and the simulation results are compared with the results of caseA.I.

4.3.2 Analysis of simulation results

The above described cases are simulated with the 'Power Factory' software. From each case study, the
output results for busbar voltages; distributed generator performance and the grid contribution are

observed. Each study case is simulated for 3 seconds.

'Fault at ST-I': case study 4.1 and 4.2

Various busbar voltages that are obtained from case-4.1 and case-2 are compared when a fault occurs at
ST-I (I5okV busbar).
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Figure 4.8: Voltages at different busbars for case-4.1

For case 4.1, it is observed that all the busbar voltages become stable within few oscillations. Voltage at
ST-1 falls to zero value, as expected, during the fault interval. All the other busbars suffer voltage sags

of different magnitude depending on their relative distances from ST'1 (lesser voltage dip with higher
distance from fault point). It is also noticed that the voltage of the generator busbar (ST-8) experiences

more oscillations than other busbars before it comes to a stable value. It is because of the sub-transient
current contribution from DC. It is also noticed that the DC absorbs reactive power after the fault

interval and delivers reactive power during the fault interval. Various busbar voltages; the active and
reactive power contribution of DC and its speed, excitation and terminal voltages; the short circuit
current contributions of the grid and DC as obtained from simulation are shown in Fi ure .8 and
F' ure ..
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Figure 4.9: DG and grid performances for case-4.1

As can be noticed from F· re- .8, during the fault interval there exist voltages in the range of 0.02

0.15 p.u of the nominal value at various IokV busbars. The magnitudes of those voltages have a

negative slope due to the sub transient current contributions from the DG. The short circuit current of
the grid and DG are plotted in i for comparison. At the fault point, steady state short circuit

current is found 61.82 kA approximately (after the sub-transient current peaks are over). Out of that

the grid is contributing 61.8 kA. DG steady state short circuit current is approximately 3.5 kA (at 690V
voltage level) and when it is referred to 150kV voltage level, the DG short circuit current contribution at

fault point ST-I busbar becomes 0.025 kA only. Therefore, it can be concluded that the external grid

contribution is huge in comparison to the DG present in the test network.

The various busbar voltages for case study 4.2 are shown in IAttachment-~. It is noticed that all the

busbar voltages fall to zero value when the fault occurs at ST-I busbar.

'Fault at LN-3': case study 4.3

All the busbar voltages become stable within few oscillations. Only ST-7 busbar voltage falls close to

zero percent of nominal voltage level during the fault interval as the fault location is very close to this

busbar. Other busbars suffer voltage sags of different magnitude depending on their distance from
LN-3 (lesser voltage dip with higher distance from fault point) and are shown in Fi re- .IO.
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Figure 4.10: Voltages at different busbars for case-4.3

It is seen from Fi ure .10 that the presence of DG contributes to a voltage of 0.15 p.u of the nominal

value at ST-8 busbar during the fault interval. The I50kV busbar ST-I does not suffer any voltage dip as

it is connected to the strong external grid. Other busbars, which are located at the upstream part of the

network from the fault point, suffer voltage dips of different magnitude. These upstream busbar
voltages vary in the range of 0.3-0.8 p.u. and get voltage support from the grid and are isolated from
DG during the fault interval.

It was also observed from the simulation study that if the fault at LN-3 feeder continues for longer
duration (more than 800 msec), the DG looses its stability. The steady state short circuit current at the
fault point is 4.5 kA approximately. It is observed from Fi ure .II that for this case, DG contributes

an average of 3.5 kA short circuit current at 690V level (after the initial transient peaks are over) and
the grid contributes only 0.3 kA short circuit current at 150 kV level. When it is referred to 10 kV

voltage level, the short circuit current contributions of DG and the grid are 0.25 kA and 4.2 kA
respectively. So, it can be concluded that the DG short circuit current contribution at the fault point is

almost negligible in comparison to the external grid short circuit current for the test network. It can

also be observed from the speed characteristic of the DG that it becomes stable with in few oscillations
after the fault is cleared from the network.
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Figure 4.II: DG and grid performances for case-4-3

'Fault at ST-1 with two DGs': case study 4.4

This case study is performed in order to investigate the effect of more distribution generators in the
test network. One more DG2 same as DG1 (approximately 2MW capacity) is connected at ST-4 busbar
in combination to the existing DG1 which is connected at ST-8 busbar. Various busbar voltage
graphics as obtained from the simulation are shown in Fi re .12, when a fault occurs at ST-1 (15okV

busbar) for a duration of 300 msec. It is observed that all the busbar voltages become stable within few

oscillations. Only the voltage at ST-1 falls to zero, as expected, during the fault interval. All the other
busbars suffer voltage dips of different magnitude depending on their distances from ST-1. When this
case study is compared with the results of case-4.1, it can be noticed that the voltages at different
busbars are approximately the same for both the cases. The total fault current at the fault point ST-1

busbar is 61.84 kA. The external grid contributes 61.8 kA while the two DGs together contribute only
0.04 kA. Both the DGs active and reactive power, terminal voltages, speeds and the short circuit
currents are observed from the simulation and are attached in IAttachment-~.
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Figure 4.12: Voltages at different busbars for case'4-4

From the above simulation result, it can be noticed that addition of one more DC in the test network
does not change the busbar voltages and the short circuit current value at the high voltage level. It is

because the network is connected to a very strong grid which has high short circuit capacity.

4.3.3 Discussion of simulation results on equipment's behaviour

From various case study results, it can be observed that when a fault occurs in a network's component,

the voltages at the busbars drop quite a lot (most of the cases busbar voltage becomes less than 50% of
nominal value). For a radial feeder which is fed from a single source of the external grid, the down

stream busbars suffer complete outage of power supply when a fault occurs in an up-stream network
element. The presence of DC in the downstream part of the network can prevent that situation and

can improve the voltages of the network busbars slightly, as found from the analysis of section 4.3.2.
The effect of DC is more predominant when the grid is relatively weak. In this research, the grid has a

very high short circuit capacity and has low RjX ratio which makes the grid quite strong. Thus, the
effect of DC in this test network is not very prominent.

In the test network, the 150kV busbar (ST'l) is connected to a strong external grid. So, the effect on
faults at various node points in IO kV network has little influence on the 150kV busbar voltage. It is
also noticed that the busbar voltage falls to zero (or very close to zero value) only when fault occurs at

that busbar or very close to that busbar. All the other busbars suffer voltage dips during a fault event
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depending on their relative distances from the fault point. The influence of DC on various simulations
as found in section 4.3.2 are summarised in tI'able·4.21.

Table 4-2 : Voltage and short circuit current contribution of DC in various case studies

Case Studies Influence of DC to improve busbar voltages Short circuit current contribution

during failure event in the network (p.u) of DC at fault location (kA)

Maximum Minimum

Case-4·I O.IS (at busbar ST-8) 0.02 (at busbar 3.S kA (refer to 690V voltage
(Fault at ST-I busbar, ST-2 and ST-3) level)
one DC connected at

ST-8 busbar) 0.02kA (refer to IsokV voltage
level)

Case-4·2 Not Applicable Not Applicable Not Applicable

(Fault at ST-I busbar,
no DC connected in
the network)

Case-4·3 O.IS (at busbar ST-8) 0 3.S kA (refer to 690V voltage
(Fault at LN-3 cable, level)
with only one DC at
ST-8 busbar) 0.2SkA (refer to IOkV voltage

level)

Case-4-4 0.18 (at busbar ST-8) o.os (at busbar Both DCs contribute 3.S kA each
(Fault at ST-I busbar ST'2 and ST-3) (refer to 690V voltage level)
and 2 nos. DC
connected at ST-4 and Total o.OSkA (refer to IsokV
ST-8) voltage level)

It is mentioned that when a busbar voltage falls below a certain level, the customer suffers a superficial
voltage outage at his load terminal. It is because of the fact that the customer has different kinds of
loads at his connection point, which may have different voltage sensitivity for their operation. Some of

the customer loads, especially motor loads, can sustain the voltage dip up to so% whereas electronic
loads are much more sensitive to the voltage dip and most of the time can sustain a voltage dip of only
20% of their nominal value [3, 23, 2S]. Voltage sensitivity of different types of customer loads is
presented in Fi ure- .1 .

A typical rectangular voltage tolerance curve is shown in Fi ure .1 i where, Vmin is a threshold

voltage that the equipment can operate correctly. Tmax means the time during which the equipment
can operate when the input voltage stays below Vmin. In the Fi ure-.I ii, a general 'voltage

tolerance' curves for motors, electronics apparatus and inverters are drawn. These types of curves are
known as 'CBEMA curves' (Computer Business EqUipment Manufacturers Association). This type of

curve is also recognized by an IEEE standard and is considered as a reference for equipment voltage
tolerance capability on the severity of voltage dips [3]. It can be noticed from Fi re .1 and IFigur~

.1 that the maximum duration with minimum voltage (zero voltage) tolerance is different for

different types of loads and generators.
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Figure 4.14: Typical voltage tolerance curve for customer's equipments [37]

In Fi ure .1 ,some of the customer equipments' (for example microwave oven, personal computer,

television, VCR etc.) voltage tolerances are measured and are presented. ITIC (Information technology

industry council) curve is also shown in the same figure. It can be noticed that most of the customer's
equipment (microwave oven, TV, VCR, PC) can tolerate temporary voltage interruption for a duration
of100 msec or longer time interval.

The voltage tolerances limits for other commonly used customer's equipments are shown in [able-4.31.
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Table 4-3 : Voltage tolerance ranges for various customers equipments [3]

Power Quality

Equipment Equipment's tolerance Allowable voltage dips

limit (Average) (continuous)

Vmin Tmax Average

PLe (programmable logic controller) 60% 260ms 40%

~.7 kW ac drive 75% 50ms 2<;%

Ac control relay 65% 20ms 35%
Motor starter 'io% 'i0ms 'io%

Personal computer 80% wms 40%

In [able-4.3I, the average voltage tolerance limits for different equipments are shown. The voltage

tolerance of equipment can be explained by an example. When a 3-7 kW ac drive is connected to a

busbar in an electrical network, it has a voltage tolerance limit of Vmin 75% with Tmax of 50 msec as
shown in [able 4-31. It means that the ac drive can withstand any voltage lesser than 75% of the

nominal voltage for a maximum period of 50 ms and more than 75% of nominal voltage for indefinite

period. So, any voltage dip longer than 50 msec and deeper than 25% of the nominal value will lead to
tripping or malfunction of the ac drive.

In the simulation results, it is noticed that when a fault occurs in a downstream element (case-4.3,
fault at line LN-3), most of the upstream busbars that are connected to the external grid suffers deep

voltage dip in the range of 0.3-0.8 p.u. So, if an ac drive is connected to a busbar which has a voltage of
0.75 p.u or more, it can operate safely without interruption. But if it is connected to the busbar which

has a voltage lower than 0.75 p.u (say, 0.5 p.u during the fault event), the ac drive will suffer an
interruption if the fault duration is more than 50 msec (as found from [able 4-3~. The exact fault

tolerance time for the equipment at that low voltage condition can be precisely calculated from the
equipment's voltage tolerance curves. With the use of fast protective relay and circuit breaker, the fault

can be cleared very fast even less than 5 cycles (3 cycles for circuit breaker and 2 cycles for protective
relay operation time) which means within 100 ms [5, 23]. But still the equipment shuts down as the
available busbar voltage is very low (0.3 p.u) and it continues for longer interval (100 msec) than the
equipment's maximum tolerance time of 50 msec. For the downstream busbar (ST-8), the fault voltage
is even less. So, the load interruption can not be prevented even with the addition of DC in the

network. This situation may probably be improved by the use of storage equipment [26]. In the
modern electricity infrastructure, the utility and the customers use sensitive protective devices that
isolate the sensitive loads as soon as any fault occurs in the network. Thus, if storage system is present
at the customer's equipment terminal and if the faulted part of the network is cleared immediately, the
operation of customer's equipment can be possibly maintained and the interruption of the power
supply may be prevented. In the next chapters, the influence of the storage system on network
operation is discussed in detail.
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4.3.4 Conclusion on simulation results

Power Quality

In this chapter, several case studies are done with distributed generators (DG) in the network. It is
found from the various simulations that the presence of DG has little influence on the network's

voltage quality. When DG is not present and if a failure event occurs in the network, the downstream
part of the network below the fault point suffers interruptions when there is no alternative power

source present in the network. The presence of DG prevents that complete voltage outage of the

busbars by contributing a small percentage of voltage (in the range of 0.05 p.U-O.2 p.u) at different

busbars, depending on their relative distances from the fault location. If the busbar voltage is more

than 0.01 p.u of the nominal value, from a theoretical point of view it will be considered as voltage dip

but not an interruption [2]. But in practice, the customer's loads will shut down because oflow voltage
at its terminal for a duration which is much greater than Tmax (Refer [able 4-30 and therefore the

loads will suffer an interruption. It is also noticed for the test network that DG contributes only a very

small amount of short circuit current during a fault event when the network is connected to the strong
external grid.

It is assumed that after the fault is cleared, the line is isolated from the network for repair. In the test
network, the DG is fed from wind power based synchronous generator. During a failure event in the

network. it is switched off to ensure the safety of DG. If alternative feeder is present in the network.

the power supply can be restored at the downstream part of the network. Otherwise, the power supply
will be interrupted for that part of the network. In this case, it is considered that DG is in operation

through out the simulation period. It is done to notice the contribution of DG during fault and post

fault event. In the case studies, it was noticed that DG comes back to stable operating mode with in
few oscillations after the fault is cleared. It is also noticed that if the fault duration is for relatively

longer period (more than 600 msec), DG may lose stability which can cause damage to other network
equipment. The presence of fast protective devices and control and signaling equipment can prevent

that situation and can isolate the rest of the system from the faulted part.
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5

Storage Systems for Test Network

Storage Systems for Test Network

Looking to the future, the success of sustainable energy based distributed generations (DG), in terms

of market penetration, may depend on integrating energy storage to provide energy delivery for

meeting specific load requirements. The renewable energy (wind, solar etc.) sources are time and

weather dependent, the power output from a sustainable energy based DG can be random and time
variant. So, it is desirable to have a stand-by power source to meet load demand when there is a

shortage of generation or an emergency situation in the network. Electricity storage offers an

alternative solution to traditional methods for improving the network's operation in terms of the
power supply availability. Thus, DG along with a storage system can eliminate or delay major network

investments for installing new cables, transformers, station equipments etc. for supplying load
demands.

In this chapter, the important of storage systems is discussed. It was observed that for the

improvement of network's power quality (e.g. voltage dips) short duration storage systems with high
power demand are required. While to improve the network's reliability, longer duration storage

systems are required [27]. Therefore, an appropriate energy storage system is required which can
perform both the desired functions. NaS storage system is found the most suitable to meet both power

and energy demand of the network. Some specific features of NaS storage system are discussed in the

next part of the chapter. Also, the modelling of storage system for the test network is discussed in the
last part of this chapter.

5.1 Purpose of storage systems

Electricity storage can be viewed as a multi purpose tool to improve network operation. Storage

systems can have significant impact on both generation and demand side and are used to optimize the
match between them. Depending on the application purpose and location of the storage system, it can
be used for following purposes as shown in Fi UTe- .1.

» Storage systems used along with a generation unit can be used for peak generation and thus
supplying the peak demand, energy management and load levelling purposes. Storage can
complement primary generation and thus the addition of new generation units may be postponed.

» Storage systems can be best integrated with renewable generation. Most of the renewable
resources are fast fluctuating, random, highly variable and are used for stand alone purposes.
Addition of a storage system increases the value of renewable energy resource.

» Storage systems used in the transmission and distribution grid can be used for voltage control and
for the improvement of the network's power quality and reliability.

» Storage systems can be used for ancillary services e.g. controlling frequency response, for standby
reserve and long term reserve purposes.

» Storage systems can be used for the industrial applications as an uninterrupted power supply
system (UPS), for supporting reactive power (VAR) and peak reduction.
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Figure 5.1: Applications areas of storage systems [26, 27]
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Figure 5.2 : Rating and duration of storage system for various applications [26]

In Fi ure . , it is shown that a storage system can be used in the transmission and distribution

networks, ancillary services and the end use applications for short duration power demand of relatively

low rating (Several kW to MW range). On the contrary, the storage systems used for generation and
load demand management are mainly for longer duration and are rated for several hours with high
power delivery capacity.
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5.2 Overview on energy storage technologies

Storage Systems for Test Network

Storage systems can be classified by construction technology, power and energy rating and application

purposes. In [able-s.ll, various storage systems are discussed.

Table 5-1: Classification of various storage systems [26]

Technology t'yp(' Typic.al powel' Typic:al Applications

rating euergy rating

Mt>ebanical Pumped hydro 100 - ~OOO 1vlW 4-10h Daily load le\'elling

stOI3ge Frequency control and

reserve

Compressed alI" 100 - 300 !\fW 6-20h Peak sb.1ving

energy stOl<lge Powerplam

(CAES) improvement

Resenre

Micro - CAES 10-50M\V 1-4h Peak shaving

Flvwheels 5kW-1.5 MW 15 s - 15 Peak shaving

minutes Frequency control
UPS .' Power quality

Elechical Superconducting 10kW -1 MW 5 s-5 miImt~ UPS / Power quality

magnetic Transmission J
stCtfdge distribution line

stability

Capacitors I -kW-lOOkW 1 s - 1 minute Power quality

ultra capacitorr. Transmission line

stability (FACTS

devices)

:Electrochemical Batteries kW-50M\V 1 mm - 3 Power quality

Lead acid hours Reliability

Frequency control
Reserve

Black st<lrt

UPS
Advanced kW-..M\V ;\'fumtes - Various

batteries, eg hours

VRLA. Na S, Li

Flo"\" batteries 100 kW - 100 1 hour - 20 Power quality

Eg IMW hours Reliability

ZnBr, Reserve
V/V Peak shaving

Na Br /S Energymana~0. _.

Integration of
rene'wables

Electricity storage technologies cover a wide spectrum of applications, ranging from power quality

applications to improve reliability all the way to slow energy management applications to improve
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profitability. These applications require energy discharges from a fraction of a second in high power

applications to hours in high energy applications.

As noticed from IT'able-5.II, the mechanical energy storage systems (for example compressed air

(CAES), pumped hydro) are mainly used for several MW ratings for long duration. Their main

applications are for peak shaving and load levelling. Flywheel based energy storage system are
available in various ranges between kW and MW and is applicable for peak shaving as well as power

quality improvement. Flywheels can bridge the gap between short term ride-through and long term

storage with excellent cyclic and load following characteristics.

Various types of electrical energy storage systems are super conducting magnetic storage systems

(SMES) and ultra capacitors. These are available in several kW to MW ranges and are mainly used for
short time (seconds to several minutes) applications. The main application area is for transmission

and distribution network stability and power quality improvements.

Electrochemical energy storage systems are more versatile and can be used for both power quality and

reliability improvement of transmission and distribution networks and also for energy management

purposes. Main types of electrochemical storage devices are

• Conventional batteries (Lead-acid type),
• Advanced batteries (Lithium ion, Nickel-metal-hydride and Sodium sulphide)
• Redox flow batteries (Vanadium redox flow battery, Zinc-bromide flow battery. Polysulfide

bromide battery).

Each technology has some inherent limitations or disadvantages that make it practical or economical
for only a limited range of applications. In IT'able-5.2!, an overview of various types of energy storage

technologies is given in order to select the best technology for this research.

It is noticed from the relative comparison of different storage technologies in [able-5.21 that some of

the technologies are fully capable and / or reasonable for both energy and power applications e.g.

Sodium sulphur (NaS) battery, Nickel Cadmium (Ni-Cd) batteries, flow batteries (VRB) and
electrochemical super capacitors. Most of the other technologies (e.g. lead acid batteries, fly wheel,
other advanced batteries) are capable for power application but may not be feasible for energy

application due to economic reasons. Whereas pumped storage and CAES are most suitable for only
energy application purposes.
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Table 5-2: Comparison of energy storage technologies [27]

Stor-age Main Advantages Disadvantages Power- Ener-gy
Technologies (relative) (Relative) Application Application

Pumped High Capacity, Lo ..... Special Site eStorage Cost Requirement

CAES High Capacity, Lo ..... Special Site eCost Requirement,
Need Gas Fuel

Flo ..... Batteries: High Capacity, Lo ..... Energy Density
PSB Independent Po ..... er () eVRB and Energy Ratings

ZnBr

Metal-Ai, Very High Energy Electric Charging is eDensity Difficult

High Po ..... er S. Energy Production Cost, I
NaS

Densities, Safety Concerns e eHigh Efficiency (addressed in
design)

Li-ion High Po ..... er S. Energy High Production
Densities, High Cost, e 0Efficiency Requires Special

Charging Circuit

Ni-Cd High Po ..... er S. Energy e ()
Densities, Efficiency

Other Advanced High Po ..... er 8< Energy High Production e 0Batteries Densities, Cost
High Efficiency

Lead-Acid Lo..... Capital Cost Limited Cycle Life e 0..... hen Deeply

Discharged

Fly ..... heels High Po ..... er Lo ..... Energy density e 0
SMES, DSMES High Po ..... er Lo ..... Energy Density, eHigh Production

Cost

E.C. Capacitors Long Cycle Life, Lo ..... Energy Density e ()
Hiah Efficiency

The capability of each technology for high power and high energy
applications is indicated by the following symbols as given in [able-5.2[.

In this research, NaS battery storage system is chosen as it serves both
power and energy purposes and is economically feasible. A detailed
description of NaS storage system is given in IAttachment-81. Also, some

examples of NaS storage system demonstration projects are mentioned
in the same attachment.
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5.3 Modelling of a storage system for this research

Storage Systems for Test Network

In this research, a network is considered which serves time variant loads at different ICkY busbars.

The network is of radial configuration and is connected to a strong external grid which has very high

short circuit power capacity. Also, a wind park (fed from a DC) is connected at the bottom end of the

test network. When looked at the main ICkY busbar, the load on a utility grid normally follows a

smooth and fairly predictable pattern, with no sharp spikes or other step changes. As the viewpoint

moves towards the consumer, however the picture becomes considerably more variable as individual

loads start to become prominent. The influence of single loads reaches a maximum when looking at a

single household, where the full variation can be seen [5]. An energy storage system can augment a

DC unit by providing near instantaneous response to load steps and by supplying short peak loads,

while the generator provides the average system load. As wind based DC generation is of intermittent

and/or cyclical in nature, an energy storage system is highly recommended to provide a high quality

electrical power to the customers. The worldwide present energy market is now facing new regulation

that aims for an increasing proportion of renewable energy resources in the total generation. In this

situation, addition of storage system in the utility grid can promise the customer to supply good

quality electricity even with various time variant renewable generating sources.

The selection of storage system capacity and its location in the network is very important so that the

load loss can be minimised by maximising the utilisation of storage system during a power supply

interruption in the network. The storage system charging is also an important issue for the selection of

its location. As the wind based power generation is highly random and depends on the local weather, it

is difficult to design the DC to meet the load demand for every instant of time. Moreover, if a failure

occurs at any upstream element of the network, the down stream feeders lose its supply if the DC is

out of service due to variable adverse weather conditions. Hence, it is worth to size the DC output for

the part of the base load requirement. In the test network, the storage system is modelled to support

network's operation when there is a failure of any network component. It is assumed that if the

storage is discharged completely or partially, it should first recover back its energy from the DC or

from the external grid after the failure event of the network is withdrawn. The battery management
logic is proposed and is shown in IAttachment-I3I. It is assumed that the full capacity of the storage

system is always available when ever it is needed during the emergency situation. For this research,

the detail battery management (charging and discharging) philosophy is not modelled as 'Power

Factory' software does not support the simulation of a dynamic model utilising its DPL script.

5.3.1 Typical features of a 'NaS' storage system

NaS storage system is chosen for this study as it can serve both short and long duration power supply.

NaS storage system has some advantages on the conventional battery storage system. It has the

following main features [28]:

~ This battery storage system is used for peak shaving (PS) or load levelling for a duration of I to
IC hours daily.

~ Power quality (PQ) support, e.g., seconds to minutes for voltage sag and outage mitigation,
plus bridge to generation.
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~ Renewable optimization, e.g. seconds to minutes for stabilization of wind fluctuations; hours
for curtailment or spillage mitigation, or forecasting hedge to minimize imbalance payments,
or bulk time-shift of generation.

~ Superior energy density - small footprint.

~ Easily sited outdoors and indoors; no emissions, noise or vibrations.

~ IS year life and high cycle life: 2500 cycles for IOO% DOD (depth of discharge), 4500 for 90%
DOD, 6500 for 65% DOD, etc.

~ High DC efficiency, insensitive to ambient temperature, no self discharge, no memory effect.

~ Prompt response - full power charge to discharge in I msec.

~ Less maintenance

Typical pulse power characteristic of a NaS battery storage system is shown in c.F.=<i=~'-lJ
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Figure 5.3: Discharge Characteristic of a 50kW NaS battery [28]

In the Fi , a NaS storage system 'PQ-50' module discharge characteristic (rated pulse power

versus discharge duration curve) is shown. The module is nominally rated at 360 kWh which means

50 kW for 7.2 hours or 165 kW for 30 minutes/hour rate or up to 250 kW for 30 seconds/hour rate.
Manufacturer's datasheet for a 50 kW NaS battery module is shown in the (Attachment-I41. In this

research, it is assumed that maximum two hours of energy storage is required in case of a failure event

in the network. Storage is modeled to supply power to the loads only during an abnormal situation
(e.g. a short circuit event) in the network due to an outage of a network element. For normal operation
of the network, storage does not interfere with the operation of network except for its own charging.
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5.3.2 Storage system in the test network

Storage Systems for Test Network

In the IChapter 41, the effects of DG on the network voltage distribution is discussed. During a fault in

the network, the voltages of different buses suffer complete or partial voltage loss depending on the

fault location. It is observed that when an upstream network element fails, the downstream elements
suffer complete voltage outage if no DG or other power supply is present at the bottom end of the

network. This situation is improved partially by adding DG in the downstream part of the network.

The simulation results showed that the contribution of DG towards busbar voltage improvement was

only 0.05-0.18 p.u. From the literature, it is found that the presence of storage can improve network

voltages appreciably and the customer's load interruption can be minimized [2]. The average supply

restoration time after the fault clearance of a grid connected network is two hours, as discussed in

section 3+1. In this research only a small part of the original 'Testnet' is considered. For simulation
purpose it is assumed that the supply restoration time for the test network is 2 hours. The total load
demand of the test network is 10 MW approximately. From the NaS battery characteristic in Fi ure . ,

it can be estimated that total 6 MW battery storage system is sufficient for supplying the total load

demand of the test network during the failure interval of an upstream network component. The
expected power output of a 4 MW and a 2 MW battery for various time intervals is shown in [able 5-31.

Location of Storage Element

It is interesting to find out suitable location of the storage system in the network. The storage system

is required to be placed at an optimum location so that it can minimize the power supply interruption
for various loads. In this study, no separate optimization study is done for selecting proper location of
the storage system. The choice of storage system placement is done based on knowledge and practical

reasons. For this research, the location for storage system (Storage-I) is chosen near to ST-? busbar

which is located at the bottom end of test network. This location is chosen mainly for two reasons.

• The storage system for this study supplies emergency power to the loads. When a fault occurs
in an upstream network component, the faulted part of the network isolates the bottom part of
the radial test network from the grid. Thus, the loads of the bottom part of the network get
power supply from the storage system during the entire period of the fault event until the
network power supply is restored. On the contrary, if the storage is placed at the upstream part
of the test network and when a fault occurs at the lower part of the network, all the loads which
are located below the fault point suffer interruption.

• The storage system can be charged from the DG directly utilizing the sustainable energy source
of DG-I during low load periods.

Another storage element is considered near to the grid point to analyze its influence on the network
performance. The IokV busbars ST-2 and ST-3 are double busbar type and connected to the I50kV grid
by a step-up transformer which primarily controls these busbars voltages. So, the next closest busbar

from the grid is ST-4 which is chosen for the placement of second storage element (Storage system -2).
The location and arrangement of the storage systems in the network are shown in IAttachment-91.
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Configuration of Storage System

Storage Systems for Test Network

The storage system consists of a DC battery (I.28kV DC), a PWM inverter which coverts DC power of

the battery to 690V AC supply. The inverter configuration is assumed to be same as described in

section 5.3.2. The AC power fed from the inverter is stepped up from 690V AC to ro kV AC by using a

step up transformer of ro / 0.69 kV. The power rating of transformer is chosen 3-4 times higher than

the battery nominal capacity, considering that battery can deliver up to 5 times rated power during
emergency situation of the network for short duration (maximum 30 seconds). So, for a 2 MW storage

system, approximately 6.3 MVA transformer is chosen while for a 4MW storage system, 12.5 MVA
transformer is selected. PWM inverter is considered to operate in power control (,P-Q') mode as the

test network is integrated to the grid. For island operation of the network, voltage-frequency control
('V-f) mode is chosen fro]. The control ofpWM converter is shown in !Attachment-rol.

Limitations of Storage Model in 'Power Factory'

• In 'Power Factory' battery storage element is modelled as a constant DC voltage source along with
a series reactor and a PWM inverter. The battery management using its dynamic characteristic is
not modelled in this research.

• It is assumed that battery does not deliver any power during normal condition but when there is
an abnormal event in the network, the battery delivers power.

5.3.3 'NaS' battery modelling for test network

In order to model the NaS battery accurately, some factors (e.g. internal resistance of battery,
temperature effect, battery EMF, depth of discharge-DOD etc.) are vital to determine battery capacity
and voltage-current behaviour and are discussed in the IAttachment-Isl. For detail analysis with storage

system, elaborate modelling considering the effects of all the above critical factors is needed. In this
research, Nas battery is modeled in a simple manner and thus the effect of those factors are omitted.

NaS storage system is developed by considering that a number of 50kW NaS modules are connected in

series and parallel combination to build up desired voltage and power rating of the battery model. The
charging of NaS battery is considered to be at constant power mode. The charging current is taken as
60A or constant charging power ofI35W is required for charging each cell [30].

In this research, battery modules are considered at two different locations. It is assumed that one
battery unit is of 4MW capacity (at ST-7 busbar) and other unit is of 2 MW rating (at ST-4 busbar).
From manufacturer's datasheet it is found that standard size of IMW peak shaving (PS) battery unit is
available in the market which consists of 20 units of 50kW modules (Refer IAttachment-I6D. Each

50kW module consists of around po cells ((8Series x roParallel) x 4Series) and can generate 64V. By

connecting 20 numbers of 50kW modules in series, an amount of I.28kV (=64V x 20) voltage of IMW
can be built up. In the test network, 4 numbers of IMW battery units are to be placed in parallel at ST
7 busbar, while at busbar ST-4, two numbers of IMW battery units have to be implemented in parallel.
The typical arrangement of a I MW NaS battery unit is shown in IAttachment-I61. The discharge
cha.racteristic of NaS battery for a 50kW unit is shown in F· re . and based on that G~aracteristic
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the expected power output from 4 MW and 2 MW batteries for various time durations are shown in

ttable 5-31·

Table 5-3: Expected energy output from NaS batteries for test network

Percentage of Output Power Power Output (MW)

& 4 MW Battery Unit 2 MW Battery Unit
Duration of Supply (80 numbers 50kW units) (40 numbers 50kW units)

500% x W seconds 20 10

4'i0% x 'i minutes 18 q

400% x IS minutes 16 8

330% x 30 minutes n·2 6.6

260% x I hour 10·4 5·2
lQO% x 2 hours 7.6 3.8

l'iO% x 3 hours 6.0 3·0
no% X4 hours 'i.2 2.6

IIO% x 6 hours 4·4 2.2

100% x 7.2 hours 4·0 2.0

For the test network, it is considered that maximum duration of an outage for a single failure is 2

hours which means that 4 MW battery system can deliver 7.6 MW and 2 MW battery system can
deliver 3.8 MW power continuously for 2 hours. Thus. two battery storage systems together can deliver

total output power of 11.4 MW (approximately). The network has five load points and the peak demand

is approximately 10 MW. So, total 6 MW of NaS battery storage system can supply all the load
demands during an emergency situation in the network, assuming that both batteries are at fully
charged state.

5.3.4 Modelling of a storage system in 'Power Factory' software

In the 'Pow,er Factory' software. a storage system is modeled as a DC voltage source along with the
power electronics converter to convert the DC stored power of the battery to AC power so that the
power can be transferred to the alternating current utility grid / system as shown in Fi ure- . .

In Fi re .. the battery (DC voltage source) is connected to the DC busbar at 690V level and is

supplying power to the 400V AC network busbar via an inverter using pulse width modulator (PWM)

control technology which converts the DC power into AC supply. A series reactor is also present
between the AC side of the PWM inverter and the 400V network to restrict the short circuit power of
the PWM power electronics switch. The choice of AC voltage level is limited by the availability of

switching elements (within specific range of voltage and current rating) of the PWM inverter and the
DC voltage level is restricted by the battery voltage and the battery configuration (i.e. the number of

battery units that are connected in series).
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Figure 5.4 : Typical circuit of a storage system in 'Power Factory' [6)

In 'Power Factory' the PWM inverter can be modeled using different control methodology (e.g. P-Q

mode, V-f mode etc.). So, a specific frame with its control blocks is used for controlling the output of

PWM inverter. The detail description of PWM control frame and its blocks are described in
IAttachment-101.

5.3.5 Converter technology

The operating principle of the storage system in 'Power Factory' is based on Voltage Source Converter
(VSC) technology. Typical arrangements of a single phase and a three phase voltage source converter
(VSC) assembly with a PWM are shown in Fi ure-. and Fi re-. respectively.

+/- Ud

I
Uac

Figure 5.5 : One phase of a converter using PWM technology [35]
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The main advantage of VSC technology is that the converters have power transistors that can switch

off current at any time. In conventional converters, thyristors are used. Thyristors can only switch on

current and then wait for the next zero crossing to switch it off. The feature of a power transistor

allows the converter to control the frequency and the voltage to feed even a power grid lacking its own

generation and short-circuit power. The concept involves series connection of isolated gate bipolar
transistors (IGBTs). The transistors are chosen based on their current carrying capability rather than

voltage-stress capability. The technology uses the high-frequency switching of the transistors to

mitigate power quality problems involving flicker, harmonics, spikes, dips and sags. With higher

switching frequency components (in excess of I kHz), Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) Technology is

used. Here only one converter is needed and the ac- voltage is created by switching very fast between

two fIxed voltages. After low pass fIltering the desired sinusoidal voltage of fundamental frequency is
created as shown in Fi ure .6 [35].

/" i'-
,/

,/
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"- ...,
r--.. vir

f'.~ ~

Figure 5.6 : PWM pattern and the fundamental frequency voltage in a VSC

With PWM technology, it is possible to create any phase angle or amplitude (up to a certain limit) by

changing the PWM pattern, which can be done almost instantaneously. Hereby PWM inverters offer
the possibility to control both active and reactive power independently. This makes the pulse width
modulated voltage source converter a close to ideal component in the transmission network.

Furthermore, it does not contribute to the short circuit power as the ac current can be controlled [35].
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Figure 5.T SimplifIed representation ofbi-directional PWM converter [35]
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Main switching component of PWM technology is the isolated gate bipolar transistors (lGBT). It is a

very interesting component, as it is a metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) device and the power need for
the control of the component is very low. This makes series connection possible with good voltage

distribution even at switching frequencies in the kHz range. Fast development of the IGBT switches

are expected in the near future [35].

In the next IChapter 61, simulations are done on the test network with storage system to study the
influence of it on the network's operational performance.
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6 Influence of Storage System on Network's Performances

With the increased deployment of sustainable energy source based distributed generations (DG) in the

grid connected distribution networks, the assurance of providing good quality and reliable electricity to

the customers is becoming a critical issue to the utility companies. As most of the renewable energy

sources are time variant, significant inclusion of these sources for electricity generation purposes can

make the power supply unreliable. In !Chapter 51, it is found that a NaS storage system is suitable for

the test network. In this chapter some case studies are done on the test network with the storage

system.

In the beginning of this chapter, case studies are done to analysis the network's performance for short

duration fault in the network. The simUlation results are discussed in order to investigate the effects of

storage system on the network's voltage distribution. In the next part of this chapter, case studies are

done on the test network to see the influence of a storage system on the network's reliability issues for

long duration interruptions.

6.1 Impacts of storage system on network's voltage quality

In !Chapter ~, it was found that the presence of DG in the radial test network has very little influence

on the improvement of various busbar voltages in the network. In this chapter, storage systems are

also included in the test network. To study the influence of a storage system on the network's voltage

quality, some case studies are done.

6.1.1 Case studies for short duration interruptions

Short duration interruption is simulated in the test network and the influence of storage system on the

network's voltage quality is observed. Therefore, a three phase short circuit is simulated at 150kY

busbar SI:I for 300 msec. Each case study is simulated for 2 seconds. The following case studies are

done:

~ Case 6.1: one DG (GI) and no storage system
~ Case 6.2: no DG and one storage system of 4 MW capacity at ST-7 busbar (Storage System I)
~ Case 6.3: one DG (GI) and one storage system of 4 MW capacity (Storage System I)
~ Case 6+ one DG (GI) and two storages of total 6MW capacities - one 4 MW at ST-7 busbar

and other of 2 MW at ST-4 busbar (Storage System I and 2)

Case 6.1: With one DG (GIl and no storage

In Fi ure-6. , voltages of different busbars as a function of simulation time are presented. It can be

noticed from Fi re 6. that various busbar voltages are in the range of 0.01-0.18 p.u of their nominal

value during the fault interval. The busbar ST-I suffers complete voltage interruption as the fault has

occurred at that busbar. The active and reactive power contribution of DG during the simulation

interval is shown in IAttachment-lij.
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Case 6.2: No DG and with one storage system (Storage System r)
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Figure 6.2 : Different busbar voltages for case 6.2
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For this case, a storage system is connected in the network (ST-7 busbar) and so there exists some

voltage (in the range of 0.°4-0.25 p.u of the nominal value) at different busbars during the fault
interval. Also it can be noticed from Fi ure 6.2 that the interval of the sharp voltage dip is slightly

reduced than case study 6.!. So, the storage system present in the network improves the voltage

situation of the busbars by reducing the period of deep voltage dip. For this case, it is assumed that the

storage system delivers the power to the network loads only during the fault interval. In this case study

it is assumed that the storage system delivers 4 times of its nominal power during the fault interval

and as soon as the fault is cleared, the battery is switched back to no power supply mode. The storage

system contribution during the simulation interval is shown in !Attachment-III.

Case 6-}: With one DG (GI) and one storage (Storage System I)

The voltages of different busbars as a function of the simulation interval are shown in c.F.c:.Ii "-=~=-:..lJ
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Figure 6.3: Different busbar voltages for case 6.3

For this case, as a storage system as well as a DC is connected in the network, the voltages of different

busbars improve appreciably with respect to case studies 6.! and 6.2. The voltages of busbars during

fault interval are in the range of 0.°5-0.35 p.u as shown in Fi ure 6.. The active and reactive power

contributions of DC and storage system are attached in !Attachment-III.
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Case 6+ With one DG (GI) and two storage systems (Storage System I and 2)

In Fi ure-6. ,the voltages of different busbars are shown as a function of the simulation period. For

this case, two storage systems (I & 2) are connected at ST-7 and ST-4 respectively. Also, a DG is

connected at the end of the network at ST-8 busbar. So the voltages at different parts of the network
are expected to improve than the previous case study 6.3 as in this two storage systems are present in

the network.

With the addition of second storage system in the network, the voltages of different busbars improve.
It can be noticed from Fi ure 6. that the interval for sharp voltage dip is reduced with respect to case

study 6+ The voltages of busbars are in the range of 0.08-0.35 p.u.
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Figure 6-4 : Different busbar voltages for case 6.4

The second storage has more influence on the upstream busbars as it is located closer to them. It can
be observed from Fi re 6. that the duration of the deep voltage dip is reduced to a smaller value
when it is compared to Fi ure 6-1, Fi re 6-2 and Fi ure 6- . It means that with the addition of two

storage systems of total 6 MW capacities in the network, all the busbar voltages have improved.

Therefore, the duration of the appearance of minimum voltage period is sharply reduced at the various
busbar terminals. So. the probability of load interruption is also reduced (when compared with the
equipment's voltage tolerance values shown in [able 4.30.

6.1.2 Comparison of simulation results

The simulation results of the above case studies are compared in [able 6-4
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Table 6-1 : Comparison of busbar voltages for various case studies

Average busbar voltages Case studies

during fault interval (p.u) Case 6.1 Case 6.2 Case 6.3 Case 6-4

ST-I 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

ST-2 0.01 0.04 0.0') 0.08

ST-4 0.02 0.06 0.10 0.1')

ST-') 0.03 0.10 0.1') 0.20

ST-6 0.0') 0.1,) 0.20 0.22

ST-7 0.1 0.2') 0.2') 0.26

ST-8 0.18 0.25 0.3') 0·3,)

By comparing the various case studies in [able 6-11, it is found that for the case with two storage

systems (Case 6-4) all the busbars have the highest voltages during fault condition. It is also noticed

that the presence of a storage system influences its neighbouring busbars the most. From simulation

results, it can be said that addition of more storage systems in the network can reduce the duration of
sharp voltage dip.

How much stonge system is sufficient>

It is noticed from above simulation studies that the presence of storage improves the network voltage
quality of the test network. As shown in [able 6-11, the highest voltages of the busbars during fault

conditions are in the range of 0.25-0.35 p.u. All the equipment has some specific voltage tolerance
curve as discussed in !Chapter 41. If the fault duration and the voltage dip is more than the equipment's

voltage tolerance limit, the customer's equipment shuts down. Generally, it is observed that a
minimum of 60% of the nominal voltage should be available at the customer's equipment terminal
continuously to prevent shut down of the customer's equipment (Refer [able 4.31 ofJChapter 4~. From

the case study results, it is noticed that during the fault event various busbar voltages improve to some
extent but still not enough voltage at the customer's premises to run the equipment. Moreover, it is

noticed that the storage systems feed short circuit contributions at the fault point which is not desired.
The main purpose of a storage system is to solve the voltage dip problem during a short circuit fault
event in the network while not to add the short circuit current at the fault point.

A storage system can be considered as a controlled voltage source which is quite different than a
constant voltage source. Storage system consists of a voltage source along with series reactor and

power electronics control equipments. The control equipments contain costly power electronics
switches which are provided with protective devices to protect them from system faults. In this study,
'PQ control mode' is chosen for the operation of the storage system and it delivers power to the
network only during the emergency situation. The main purpose of the series reactor in the storage

system is to limit the short circuit current in the test network.

It is noticed from the study results that during a fault event in the network, the storage system has very
little effect on the busbar voltages which are located close to the fault point. These busbar voltages vary

in the range of 0.03-0.1 p.u. While the busbars, that are quite far from the fault location, have fault

voltages in the range of 0.2-0.35 p.u. On the contrary, it was observed from the simulation that the
storage system has sufficient influence on the network voltages if the faulted element is isolated from
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the network immediately. The test network has total 6 MW storage systems, which is capable of

supplying total load demands of the network during emergency situation.

A special case study is done on the test network to check the limit of storage which can improve

majority of the busbar voltages to around 60% of the nominal value in the fault condition. It is found

that with a huge amount of storage system (18 MW) it is possible to obtain 60% of the nominal voltage
at various busbar terminals during the start of the fault event. The voltages of the other busbars, which

are located close to the fault point, are in the range of 0.2-0.25 p.u only at the start of the fault event.

Various busbar voltages drop to a lower value during the fault event and reach at the lowest point (in

the range of 0.12-0-43 p.u.) and then again start to increase to a higher value. The simulation results
for various busbar voltages are attached in IAttachment-I2!. It is noticed from the simulation that if the

storage system capacity is made larger than 18 MW, it does not contribute remarkable improvement to
the busbar voltages during the fault event. Most of the network elements become overloaded as huge

amount of power will flow in the network. Moreover, it is not economically feasible to include huge

amount of storage systems in the network. The most optimum way to restrict the duration of busbar

voltage dip during the fault event is to incorporate the fast acting protective device to isolate the faulted

element from the network and by using the storage system for the most sensitive load points only.
From the analysis it can be said that even with large amount of storage system in the network, it is not

a feasible option to maintain 60% of the nominal voltage at various busbars of the network during the

fault interval.

6.1.3 Summary of simulation results for short interruptions

From the simulation results, it can be summarized that the NaS storage system improves the voltages

of different busbars of the network. The percentage of the voltages improvement depends on the
location of storage system and the distance of the busbar from the fault point of the network. It is also
noticed that the presence of DG improves only a small percentage of network's busbar voltages (0.1

0.18 p.u) while DG with storage system can improve the network voltages in the range of 0.25-0-35
p.u., depending on the storage system's capacity and the location. Also, the addition of storage system

in the network reduces the duration of sharp voltage dips at different busbars during the fault interval.
But as the voltage improvements are not sufficient for most of the cases, the customer's equipments
can suffer interruptions. Hence, a NaS storage system can improve the network voltage to some extent
but still it is not able to fulfill the power quality problems.

6.2 Impact of storage system on network's reliability

In section 6.1, a number of case studies with storage system for short duration interruption events in
the network have been simulated. It was found that the storage system can improve the voltage quality
of the network to some extent during a failure event of a network component. So the load service

interruption is expected to be minimised if suitable fast active protective device is present in the
network. In this section, case studies are done by simulating a long term interruption in the network
and the influences of a storage system during the fault event are analysed.
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6.2.1 Case studies for long duration interruptions

Two case studies are done on the test network with the storage system. In the first case study the

discharge characteristic of the storage system when a fault occurs in the network is observed. While in

the second case study, the impact of the charging of the storage system on the network's operation is
noted. The case studies are described below:

~ Case 6.5: A three phase busbar failure is simulated at ISO kV busbar ST-I. The fault is cleared
with in 100 msec and also the DC is switched off immediately (with in 100 msec from the
initiation of the fault event). It is assumed that the supply restoration time is 2 hours. Both the
storages (4MW at ST-7 and 2 MW at ST-4 respectively) are considered to be available at fully
charged condition when the failure event starts.

~ Case 6.6: This case study is done to check the charging characteristics of the storage systems.
It is considered that the network is operating at normal condition and both the storage
systems are at fully discharged condition. This case study is done to check the network voltage
distribution and line loadings of the network when both the batteries are drawing charging
current from the network.

The model of the storage system developed in 'Power Factory' has some limitations that are indicated

in section 5.3.2. The above case studies are done considering those limitations of the storage system.

6.2.2 Analysis of simulation results

The study cases are simulated in the analysis tool 'Power Factory' and the results are discussed.

Case-6.s: Fault at ST-I busbar

In section 6.1, four case studies were done for short term interruption (fault duration 300 msec), and

the fault location is at ST-I busbar. It was considered that the storage system was delivering high

power (4-5 times of the rated capacity) only for short duration. It was assumed that the fault was
cleared immediately and the grid supply was restored back soon.

In this case study, the assumption is made that the fault is for long duration (2 hours) which means

that after the fault is cleared by the fast acting protective device (with in 100 msec from the fault
initiation), the faulted element is isolated from the network for repair work. Therefore, some parts of

the radial test network will be islanded from the grid supply depending on the location of the faulted
element. It is assumed that the grid supply for the test network is restored back with in 2 hours.

The network with two storage systems (of total 6 MW output) at two different locations is shown in
IAttachment-91· As shown in [able 5-31 that a 4MW battery can supply 7.6MW power and 2MW battery

can supply 3.8MW power continuously for two hours. Thus, if the network is restored back with in two

hours of time, there will be no interruption of power supply in any parts of the network and the load
service reliability will be increased. If both the batteries capacities are increased to higher value, the

network reliability will be increased and can prevent outage for even longer duration.
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In this case study, it is assumed that both the storage systems first supply the peak power during the

fault duration for short interval of 100 ms and then when the network is isolated from the grid the
storage system supplies the required power demand of the network for 2 hours till the network grid
supply is restored back. In Fi ure 6. various busbar voltages are shown during the fault interval and

post fault condition. It is found that during the fault event the various busbar voltages suffer dip

voltage dips. After the fault is cleared, all the busbars voltages are restored back to the nominal value.

During the post fault condition, the storage systems are supporting all the busbar voltages as the

network is islanded from the grid supply.
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Figure 6.5: Various busbar voltages for case-6.s
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Figure 6.6: Active and reactive power of PWM and load points for case-6.5

In Fi ure 6.6, various load proftles are shown with their active and reactive power demands. It can be

noticed that all the loads are restored back to their original values after the fault is cleared. Also, the
PWM inverter active and reactive power graphs are plotted. From the Fi ure 6.6, it can be observed

that PWM inverters are supplying power during the fault event. But because of lack of proper adoption

of control logic and battery management scheme in the simulation, the storage systems are not able to

supply 4 times of rated power during the fault interval. So, the load demands and the busbar voltages
do not get sufficient voltage support and suffer sharp voltage dips during that short duration of the
failure interval. The storage systems used in this model operate at 'PQ' (active·reactive power control)

mode and do not contribute to the busbar voltage improvements. Therefore, the busbar voltages
during the fault interval fall sharply. The loads are dependent on their respective busbar voltages. As

during the fault interval the busbar voltages fall, the respective load demands fall too. If ·y·f (voltage·
frequency) control mode of PWM control mode is adopted for one PWM inverter while the other
PWM operates at 'PQ' mode, the maximum benefit from the storage system can probably be obtained.

The 'Y-f control mode of PWM operation is not done in this research due to shortage of time and
available data.

A hand calculation is done below to check the battery system capacity to supply the load demands
during the fault and post fault interval.

~ During pre fault condition, the storage systems are assumed to operate at spinning condition

with out delivering any power. It is assumed that the storage systems are at fully charged
condition.
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~ During the fault event, the storage is assumed to deliver short time peak power. The fault is

cleared with in 100 msec. So, the storage systems should deliver high power for 100 msec. 4
MW and 2 MW storage systems each can deliver S times of its nominal power for short

interval « 30sec). So, during the fault 4 MW storage system delivers 4 MW x S X 0.1 sec =

0.S6 kWh energy. The storage capacity of 4MW battery is 28.8 MWh. Similarly for 2 MW
storage systems, it will deliver 0.28 kWh energy during the fault interval and will be left with

14.4 MWh energy after the fault is cleared. During the fault event, if all the loads demand

their rated power (approximately lOMW) then the energy for that short duration (0.1 sec) will

be approximately 0.277 kWh. It can be noticed that even 2 MW storage systems alone can
supply that amount of energy during the fault interval. But as during the failure event, the

fault point draws a large amount of power from various parts of the network, the storage

systems are forced to feed the power to the fault point. A superior storage system control

technique is to be incorporated to limit the battery system's contribution to the fault point.

~ Post fault event continues for 2 hours till the power supply is restored back. It can be noticed

from the above 'during fault' event discussion that the battery has enough capacity left to

continue the power supply to all the load points for 2 hours as they are discharged very little

during the fault condition.

From the analysis of this case study, it can be said that if proper load shedding scheme is adopted for

the non critical loads when the fault event occurs in the network (by incorporating under voltage relay,
SCDA-EMS system), various busbar voltages can be improved during the fault interval with storage

system in the network. Also, it is very important to incorporate very fast acting protective devices in the
network to reduce the fault duration and isolate the network from the faulted part.

Case·G.G: Charging of Batteries

In this case, the charging of battery is considered for the analysis. When the battery systems demand

full amount of charging current for their recharging, it can become a very high burden (load demand)
for the network. In the test network, two storage systems of 4MW at ST-7 busbar and 2MW at ST-4 are
connected and are considered for the analysis.

The charging power of the storage system can be calculated as follows:

~ As discussed in section S-3-3 that each single cell of the battery draws 60A (equivalent to
13SW) of charging current.

~ For a IMW unit, 20 numbers of sokW battery blocks are connected in series.

~ Each sokW block has a configuration of ((8S x lOP) x 4S) which means that each sokW block

will draw (60A XIO=) 600A charging current or an equivalent of (13S x 10 x 32=) 43.2 kW of
charging power.

~ So, for a IMW unit the charging power will be (43.2kW x 20 =) 864kW.
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~ It means that a 4MW battery will require (864kW x 4=) 3456kW of charging power and a
2MW battery will consume an amount of (864kW x 2=) 1728kW charging power.

Therefore, 3.5MW ofload is considered to be connected at ST-7 busbar and I.75MW load at busbar

ST-4. A load flow case study is done with the addition of charging power for the storage systems as
loads. The voltages and the loading of the network are shown in IAttachment-d. It is found that

although the voltages of various busbars remain within the specified limit (of EN50160) but most

of the feeders are overloaded by 150% of their normal loading capacity. As the charging of the
storage systems require long time (around 8 hours for normal charging power), the overloaded

conditions of the lines and the series reactor are not allowed for such a long period. So, both the

storage systems have to be charged at reduced charging power so that the network is not

overloaded. It is observed from the simulation that when DG is delivering its rated power and

both the storage systems are charged at a rate of 0.5 MW continuously, all the network elements
loadings will be with in the acceptable limit (also shown in IAttachment-d). Therefore, it can be

remarked from this case study that the storage system -1 has to be charged at a reduce charging

rate of 14% of its normal charging power while the storage system -2 has to be charged at 28% of

its normal charging rate to prevent overloading of the network. Detail analysis of a NaS storage

system's charging characteristic is required to confirm that the above reduced rate charging is

allowed and does not contribute any negative effect on its voltage build up.

6.2.3 Summary of simulation results for long interruption

From the simulations of the test network with the storage systems, it can be concluded that the storage
of appropriate capacity can contribute additional voltage build up at various busbars during the fault

event of the network component. When a long duration fault occurs in the network, the loads suffer
interruption if no alternative supply is present in the network. Storage system works as a spinning

reserve in the network. During the fault event in the network, the storage system provides back up
power supply for the loads. In this test network, it is found that 6MW battery system will be sufficient

to support all the loads when the fault duration is approximately for two hours. For long duration fault,
the power output from the battery will be lesser depending on its discharge characteristics. PWM

converter controls the power output from the battery system. It is also noticed from the simulation that
various busbars restores their nominal voltages when the fault is cleared and the faulted element is
isolated from the network. During a fault event, the network voltages at different busbars vary in the

range of 20-35% of their rated value. Therefore, the presence of storage element in the network
prevents complete interruption of the network.

Also, depending on the fastness of the protective device and other control techniques adopted in the

network for energy management, the performance of storage system can be optimised. NaS battery
storage system has very high potential to operate at both high power and high energy demand
conditions. The maximum benefit of the storage system can be utilised by implementing superior

PWM control techniques. Also, proper battery management technique has to be incorporated to
control the charging-discharging characteristics of the storage system. When more than one storage
system is present in the network and is operating in parallel, correct control logic has to be adopted so

that the loading of the batteries can be optimised.
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In the simulation, it was noticed that full charging of both the storages can not be done for the test
network. The storage system -1 has to be charged at a reduced rate of 14% of its rated charging power
while storage system -2 is to be charged at 28% of the nominal charging rate to prevent overloading of
the network components. Another important feature of the storage systems is to operate at island
condition when the network is isolated from the grid interconnection. Proper voltage frequency droop
control model has to be adopted to control various busbar voltages during island operation.

In the discussion of the case study 6.5, it was noticed that the NaS storage system has enough capacity
to meet all the load demands in the post-fault condition for two hours when the network is isolated
from the grid. So, all the loads are expected to get the uninterrupted power supply for 2 hours period

till the storage systems get fully discharged. Thus, the presence of a storage system can prevent load
interruption durations. During the fault interval, if the storage systems are not available at their full
charged condition, some of the non critical loads may be shed from the network in an organised way
by the system operator. Then, the storage system can continue supply to the sensitive loads at the
busbar voltages close to the nominal value. The controlled load shedding of the non-critical loads in
the network can prevent the instability of the network operation and can reduce the chance of
interruption of the power supply to the important load points. Thus, it is possible to decrease the
number and durations of the interruptions of the customer's loads. Hence, the average customer
interruption frequency (ACIF) and the average customer interruption duration (ACIT) are expected to
be reduced and the overall system reliability may be improved.
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7 Conclusion and Recommendations

Based on the simulation of various case studies that are discussed in IChapters 3. 4 and 61. the

following conclusions are drawn. Also. in this chapter it is critically analysed if the research questions

are answered. In the last part of this chapter a number of suggestions are given for future study on the

research topic.

7.1 Conclusion on various simulation results at a glance

In !Chapter 31 of the report, the power system reliability concepts are discussed. The sequential 'Monte

Carlo' reliability analysis method is found suitable for simulation of a hybrid network in which time

variant load, generation and storage system are present. Various reliability indices (ACIT, ACIF and

AID) for different busbars and load points are calculated. It is found that the radial test network has

lower reliability indices for the upstream busbars than that of the downstream busbars in terms of the

power supply interruptions.

In !Chapter 41. the influence of a DG on the test network's voltage quality during a three phase short

circuit fault event in the network is studied. It is observed that the DG has very little influence on the

network's voltage quality during a short circuit fault in the network. The presence of DG improves the

busbar voltages in the range of 2-18% of the nominal value. depending on the distance of the fault

point from the busbar under consideration. Every customer's equipment has a definite voltage

tolerance curve which indicates the minimum voltage requirement at the equipment's terminal to

keep it running under all circumstances. It is noticed from the analysis that during a fault event in the

test network, the voltage available at various busbars are less than the minimum required voltage by

the equipment to keep it in operation. Also, the presence of fast acting protective device is very

important in the test network to prevent the instability of the DG operation during a short circuit fault.

In !Chapter 51, NaS storage systems of total 6 MW capacities are chosen for the test network which can

perform satisfactorily to support the power supply for both short and long durations. A number of case
studies are done in IChapter 61 to analyse the influences of the storage system in the test network. It

was found that the storage system improves the voltages at different busbars of the network during the

short duration fault (300 msec) in the range of 0.07-0.35 p.u of the nominal voltage, depending on the

distance of the fault point from the busbar. It is also noticed that the duration of the sharp voltage dip

during the short circuit fault interval is reduced. For the long duration interruption (say two hours),

the storage system can feed the power supply to various loads and maintain the voltages of different

busbars close to the nominal value. From the simulation results, it can be concluded that the storage

system has relatively little influence on the improvement of busbar voltages during the fault event. But

when the fault is cleared and the network is islanded from the grid, the presence of storage systems

can prevent interruption of the load supply until the grid supply is restored back. So, a storage system

can satisfactorily improve the reliability of the power supply but it has little influence on the

improvement of voltage quality of the network.
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Thus from the analysis of various simulation results for the test network, it can be concluded that the

voltage quality and the power supply availability in a hybrid network can be augmented by the addition
of suitable capacity of energy storage system and control equipments.

7.2 Brief discussion on research questions

In the beginning of this report some research questions were formulated. The main question was to

investigate the possible consequences of the network's voltage quality and reliability in a hybrid
network. From the discussion of previous chapters, it is found that a hybrid network, along with

suitable storage system and correct control and protective equipments, can improve the voltage quality

and the reliability of the network. It was noticed that without the storage system, DC alone did not

influence much on the network's voltage quality during a short circuit fault event. In the test network,

the DC is considered to be switched off during a long duration interruption. So, it does not contribute

any improvement to the test network's reliability. But when a storage system of appropriate capacity is
included in the network at a proper location, the network's performance improves. A storage system

has major impact on the network's reliability and a relatively lesser influence on the network's voltage

quality during the post fault condition when the network is islanded from the grid.

In the research, the other sub questions asked in section 1.3 are answered separately in different chapters
and are again briefly discussed below.

~ Does DC have major influence on the network's reliability?

DC alone does not have much influence on the network's reliability. In the simulation it was

considered that DC was switched off during a failure event of the network's component. This is done
to prevent instability of DC operation. Therefore, proper islanding devices are needed to isolate the
faulted part of the network from the grid and then operate the DC along with the islanded part of the

network. In this study, this condition was not considered in the simulation. So when a fault occurred
in the radial test network, the downstream part of the faulted component suffered an interruption. In
this case although the DC was present in the network but its influence was not analysed as it was out
of service during a fault event in the network.

~ How does DC influence the voltage quality of the network for different operating conditions of the
network?

It was found from simulations that DC has very little effect on the improvement of network's busbar
voltages during the fault event. Voltages of different busbars improved only a small amount (0.01-0.18

p.u) depending on their distance from the fault point. In this study only a DC of 2 MW capacities is
connected to the network where as the grid is very strong contributing very high short circuit current.
Thus, the influence of the DC is not much visible for the test network.

~ How does storage system along with its associated power electronics inverters influence on the
network's voltage quality and the reliability?

For this research, total 6 MW NaS storage system is chosen for the test network. It was observed from
the simulations that during a fault event, the storage system has improved busbar voltages in the range
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of 0.25-0.35 p.u for those busbars that are relatively far from fault point. It did not improve voltages
much for the busbars which were close to fault point. But the presence of storage system reduces the
interval of sharp voltage dip period. From the voltage tolerance curves of some of the customer's

equipments, it was observed that if the fault is cleared fast by protective devices and if the network

remains in stable condition after the clearance of the fault, the supply to critical loads can be

uninterrupted. Thus, the power supply interruption can be prevented for some of the network loads

and the reliability indices can be improved. Also, it was noticed that the storage systems can support

the test network's loads for 2 hours continuously when the network is isolated from the grid after the
occurrence of the failure event.

7.3 Scope of further research

In this research the influences of hybrid network on network's voltage quality and reliability are

studied. It was observed that some interesting areas on which new research can be done to broaden

the knowledge on the performance of hybrid grid. Therefore, the following proposals are suggested
below.

• Reliability analysis of a radial network by considering different types of DG in island operation
during the repair interval of the faulted component.

• With the time variant generation, loads and storage systems, the average energy not supplied
to the customer can be calculated to judge the network's potential to supply the load demands.

• The influence of more DG in the weak grid during the short circuit event in the network.

• Detailed analysis of equipment's voltage tolerance curves to find out the maximum duration
of voltage dips during the fault interval. This knowledge can give more insight to the various
customers' reliability indices too.

• Detailed modelling of a storage system including its controller blocks for both grid-connected
and island operation. Also in depth study of the PWM operation and its short circuit
behaviour during the network fault.

• Operation of a storage system by including the battery management philosophy.

• Simulations with a storage system which is connected in series with the network.

• Simulations with the full network of the 'Testnet' grid.
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Attachment I: Network Data

For all the network data refer to the figure oflAttachment-d

Table A-I" Busbar and Terminals

Attachment-l

Name Busbar / Terminal type Nominal Line to line Voltage (kV)
ST-I High Voltage Busbar I'jO

ST-2 Double Busbar 10

ST-3 Double Busbar 10

ST-4 Single Busbar 10
ST-'j Single Busbar 10
ST-6 Single Busbar 10

ST-7 Single Busbar 10
ST-8 Single Busbar 0.6q

DC BUS-I DC Busbar 1.28
DC BUS-2 DC Busbar 1.28

Terminal-I ACTerminal 0.6q

Terminal-2 AC Terminal 0.69

Table A-2' Lines (cables) Data

Connected between Rated Rated
Name Type busbars Length voltage current R' X'

Terminal Terminal
i j km (kV) (kA) Ohm/km Ohm/km

LN-I AL240GPLK8/IO ST-4 ST-) 2.64 10 0:~2 0.12') 0.078
LN-2 AL240GPLK8/IO ST-') ST-6 2.44 10 o.cp 0.12') 0.078
LN-3 ALI')OGPLK8/IO ST-6 ST-7 2 10 0.24 0.206 0.078

Table A-r Transformers Data

Name Type HV-Side LV-Side Rating Impedance

Busbar Busbar MVA (%)
I Trafo 47MVAI'jokV/nkV ST-I ST-2 94 20·3
2 Trafo 2MVA/6qoV/IO.5V ST-7 ST-8 2 ')

1 0.60/IO/I2.r:,MVA ST-7 Terminal-I I2.r:, 12

4 0.69/IO/6.1MVA ST-4 Terminal-2 6.3 7·5

Table A-4' Series Reactor Data

Terminal Terminal Rated Rated Short circuit Copper
Name i j Voltage Power voltage loss

Busbar Busbar kV MVA (%) (kW)
Series
Reactor ST-1 ST-4 10 6 1.77 3-47
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Table A-r Load Data

Attachment-l

Rated Reactive Power
Name Terminal Voltage Active Power Power Factor

Busbar (kV) MW Mvar

I ST-~ 10 2.1246')1 0.6C)8~39 0·c)5
2 ST-') 10 0.2')') 0.12~5021 0.C)

~ ST-6 10 2.1246')1 0.6C)8~~C) 0·95

4 ST-7 2.1246')1 1.02C)015 0·9

5 ST-8 1.';/';/';/';/ 0.6573599 0·95

Table A-6' Generator Data

Rated Active No.of Power
Name Terminal Voltage Power parallel Apparent power Factor Synchronous

of each unit impedance
Busbar (kV) MW units (MW) (p.u)

(xd / xq)

GI ST-8 10 2 3 0.66 I I.') / 0.7')

Table A-T Battery Storage System Data

Rated
Rated DC- No- Short

Terminal Terminal AC- Voltage Rated Load circuit. Copper
Name AC DC Voltage (DC) Power Losses Impedance Losses

Busbar Busbar kV kV MVA kW % kW
Terminal- DC Bus-

PWM-I I I 0.6C) 1.28 4 150 8·7 10
Terminal- DC Bus-

PWM-2 2 2 0.6q 1.28 2 80 4·,) 5
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Attachment 2: Validation of 'Monte Carlo' simulation model

Attachment-2

In the 'Power Factory' software, only state enumeration method of reliability calculation is available.

But as one of the project targets is to work with chronological data, Monte Carlo sequential method
was chosen. Therefore, based on the algorithm shown in !Chapter 31, a script is written using the

'DIgSILENT Programming Language' (DPL) available in the 'Power Factory' software (Refer

Attachment-I7). Therefore, it is necessary to validate the model by using a hand calculation.

A small part of the test-net described before is chosen for the calculation of reliability indices for each

busbar and load-point. The following assumptions are considered while doing the calculation, same as

it was considered for the DPLscript.

~ When any network element (busbar, line or a transformer) fails, the wind generator is switched
off. This situation persists till the fault situation is cleared.

~ If a busbar encounters a failure, all the elements connected to the busbar are also kept out of
service during the repair time of that busbar.

~ When high voltage I50kV busbar or the high voltage substation transformer fails, external grid
also is kept out of service. Thus, the network becomes isolated / islanded during this fault
condition.

~ Failure data for each network element is considered as described in !Chapter 31.

~ When an element is the up-stream suffers a failure, all the downward elements in the radial
network suffer power outage. It is because of the assumption that the wind generator becomes out
of service for any element failure in the network.

The number of failures during the simulation period for each element is taken from the DPL script
developed results and those values are fed as input data for this hand calculation. It is considered that
the simulation time period is for 100 years.

Busbar ST-I & Transformer T-I:

For I50kV high voltage busbar, failure frequency 0.1 per year and each failure causes outage for I hour.
So, in 100 years time, number of failure occurs in I50kV busbarST-I = 10 times, total of 10 hours.

High voltage substation transformer is connected to external grid through ST-!. Thus, it is considered
that when this ST-I fails, this transformer will be also out of service.

For high voltage transformer, failure frequency is 0.025 per year and 2 hours outage for each failure.
So, in 100 years time, theoretically number of failure occurs in high voltage transformer = 2.5 times.
As failure is an event and can be only an integer number, the failure of this high voltage transformer

can be either 2 or 3 times during the simulation period. It is considered that the number of failure
events as 3, same as used in the software shown in Attachment-4. Thus, total 6 hours of outage occurs
in 100 years of time.
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Double busbars ST·2 & ST-}:

Attachment-2

For rokV double busbar ST-2 and ST-3, failure frequency 0.02 per year. So, in roo years time, number

of failure occurs in each rokV double busbar = 2 times, for total of 2 hours.

In the double busbar, main substation transformer is connected to one of the double busbars and the

outgoing feeders, loads etc. are connected in the other busbar. Both the buses are interconnected by

the bus coupler. So, when one of the double busbar is out of service, the bus coupler opens and there

occurs no power transfer in the outgoing feeders and loads in the network.

So, when IsokV busbar fails or substation transformer fails, as external grid and wind generator both

ofthem are in out of service, there will be no power exchange in the double busbar too.

Thus, the cumulative rate of number of failures in rokV double busbar ST-2 and ST-3 = 10+3+2*2 = 17

times for (ro+3'~2+4*1) = 20 hours.

Busbar ST-4:

For rokV single busbar ST-4, failure frequency is 0.0126 times per year. So, in roo years time, the
number of expected failure occurs in this busbar= 1.26 times. So, in this case, it is considered that only

one failure event occurs in 100years.

As this busbar is located after ST-l, ST-2 &3 buses in the radial position, the failure rates of these

busbars will be added for ST-4 also. Thus, the total failures expected for ST-4 is 17+1= 18 times for total
of 20+1=21 hours.

Busbar ST-S & Line LN-l:

For ST-S, the total outage will be the summation of failure rates of its own busbar failure rate, line LN-l
failure rate, and the up-stream contributions of busbars ST-l, ST-2, ST-3, ST-4 and high voltage
transformer.

Line failure rate is I.l9 times per year for roo km distance and repair time is 2 hours. The length of
LN-l is 2.64 km. Thus, the failure rate of LN-l is calculated 3 in roo years of time and repair duration
of 6 hours in total.

For busbar ST-S, failure frequency is 0.0126 times per year. So, in roo years time, the number of

expected failure occurs in this busbar= 1.26 times. So, in this case, it is considered that 2 times failure
event occurs in 100 years.

So, total outages of ST-S is (18+3+2=) 23 times for total duration of (21+3*2+2*1=) 29 hours.

Busbar ST-6 & Line LN-2:

For ST-6, the total outage will be the summation of failure rates of its own busbar failure rate, line LN
2 failure rate, and the up-stream contributions of all busbars up-to ST-S.
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The length of LN-2 is 2-44 kIn. Thus, the failure rate of LN-2 is calculated 3 in 100 years of time and
repair duration of 6 hours in total.

For busbar ST-6, failure frequency is 0.0126 times per year. During simulation period of 100 years,

the number of expected failure occurs in this busbar= 1.26 times. So, in this case, it is considered that
only one time failure event will occur in 100 years.

So, total outages of ST-6 is (23+3+1=) 27 times for a duration of (29+3*2+1*1=) 36 hours.

Busbar ST-7 & line LN-r

The length of LN-3 is 2 km. Thus, the failure rate of LN-3 is calculated 2 in 100 years of time and repair

duration of 4 hours in total.

Similarly for ST-7, total outage is the summation of its own failure rate, failure rate of line LN-3 and
contribution of all upstream busbars failure rates.

For busbar ST-7, failure frequency is 0.0126 times per year. It is considered that 2 times failure event

occur in 100 years.

Thus, total outage rate for ST-7 is (27+2+2=) 31 times for a duration of (36+2*2+2*1=) 42 hours.

Busbar ST-8 & Transformer T-2:

For ST-8 total outage is the summation of its own busbar failure rate, failure rate of transformer 2 and

contribution of all upstream network elements failure rates.

Transformer 2 fails only once in 100 years time. It is assumed that ST-8 busbar fails once in 100 years

due to its own busbar fault. So, total outage of ST-8 is (31+1+1=) 33 times for a duration of

(42+1*2+1*1=) 45 hours.

Loads LD-l. LD-2. LD-}. LD-4 & LD-S:

A load node point does not meet its desired demand / outage occurs when the load busbar at which
the load is connected is out of service. So, respective load point outage will be same as its respective
load busbar outage rate and duration. Thus, LD-l outage is same as ST-2 /ST-3 busbar; LD-2 outage is

same as ST-5; the rate of outage of LD-3 is same as ST-6 busbar; outage of LD-4 is equivalent to busba.r
ST-7 and outage ofload point LD-5 is similar to busbar ST-8.
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In the table below, the average value of outage frequency (ACIF) and its duration (ACIT) per year basis

are tabulated as found from the above hand calculation.

Table A-8: Reliability indices for busbars found in hand calculation

Busbar Index Number of Total Duration of ACIF (I/year) ACIT (hours/year)

Outages in Outages in 100

100 years years (hours)

ST-I 10 10 0.10 0.10

ST-2 17 20 0·17 0.20

ST-~ 17 20 0.17 0.20

ST-4 18 21 0.18 0.21

ST-5 2~ 2C) 0.2~ 0.2C)

ST-6 27 ~6 0.27 0.~6

ST-7 ~I 42 O.~I 0·42
ST-8 ~~ 45 0·33 0.4<;

Table A-9: Reliability indices for loads found in hand calculation

Load Index Number of Total Duration of Outages ACIF ACIT

Outages in 100 in 100 years (hours) (I/year) (hoursjyear)
years

LD-I 17 20 0.17 0.20

LD-2 2~ 2C) 0.23 0.29

LD-3 27 ~6 0.27 0.~6

LD-4 ~I 42 O.~I 0·42
LD-5 ~~ 45 O.~~ 0.45
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Attachment 3: Results of reliability analysis using SE method for test network
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Figure A-I: Reliability study result using SE method
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Attachment 4: Failure events occurrence ofvarious network components

Attachment-4

Table A-10: Failure events chosen for various net elements by Me method

(generated by the developed DPL script)

Net Element No. of Failures Failure Occurred in Year (N)

Line LN-1 3 N(1)=25

N(2)=5 6

N(~)=82

Line LN-2 3 N(1)=25

N(2)=60

N(~)=82

Line LN-3 2 N(1)=19

N(2)=45

Transformer T-1 3 N(1)=9

N(2)=68

N(~)=8C)

Transformer T-2 I N(1)=25

Busbar ST-5 2 N(1)=15

N(2)=8g

Busbar ST-6 I N(1)=7

Busbar ST-7 2 N(1)=55

N(2)=94

Busbar ST-3 2 N(1)=29

N(2)=56

Busbar ST-2 2 N(1)=17

N(2)=68

Busbar ST-4 I N(1)=5

Busbar ST-8 I N(1)=37

Busbar ST-1 10 N(1)=1

N(2)=17

N(3)=21

N(4)=3 I

N(5)=49

N(6)=58

N(7)=65

N(8)=71

N(9)=87

N(IO)=9 8
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Attachment 5: Distribution ofACIT for various busbars and loads during simulation period
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Figure A-z: Probable distribution of ACIT for busbars in 100 years of simulation time
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Figure A-3: Probable distribution ofACIT for busbars in 100 years of simulation time
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Attachment 6: Voltage quality indicators as per ENSOI6o

Table A-II: Description of various Voltage Quality issues [9, 22]

Attachment-6

Disturbances Possible Causes Consequences
~ Frequency

WV\
~ Large imbalance between ~ No direct influence to the

Disturbance generation and load, major customer
faults on transmission system

~ Voltage Disturbances

Voltage dip

~m~~
~ Large induction motor DOL ~ Shutdown of certain

start equipment particularly
~ DC motor drive start electronic devices
~ Successfully cleared fault ~ Voltage falls to 0.1-0.9 p.u

resulting from lightning, for <Iminute
insulation failure, etc.

Voltage swell

~D
~ Effect of unbalance faults on ~ Voltage rise to more than

unfaulted conductors I.I p.u for <I minute
~ Turn-off of heavy loads

Over voltage

WI~
~ Poor voltage regulation ~ Voltage rise to more than
~ Stuck-up tap-changer I.I p.u for >1 minute
~ Incorrectly connected ~ May harm equipment with

capacitor adequate design margins
~ Fault in another phase ~ Light globe loss oflife
~ Lightning strike on network

structure
~ Incorrect setting in

substations

Under voltage

W1WIr~1M
~ Stuck-up tap-changer ~ Voltage < 0.9 p.u for> I
~ Wrongly disconnected minute

capacitor ~ Motor over- heating or
~ Circuit overload stalling

Interruption

~
~ Close faults ~ Voltage <0.1 p.u (short
~ Equipment failure interruption <3min;
~ False tripping sustained >3 min)
~ Load shedding ~ Equipment shutdown

Phase unbalance ~ Single phase loads ~ Inequality in voltage

~
~ Unbalanced loads magnitudes or phase angle

V.

V
~ Asymmetry in transformer ~ Induction motor overheating

b or transmission line and loss of equipment life
~ Blown fuse of capacitor bank

Voltage flicker or

W~
~ Cyclic loads (drives with ~ Annoying light flicker

fluctuation cyclic operation or motors ~ Weakness ofcomponents
with frequent start-stop ~ Malfunctions
activity)

~ Continuously varying load
(arc furnace)

~ Start-up oflarge motors
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Waveform Disturbances
Transient over -J ~ Lightning strike ~ Electronic equipment

voltages (unidirectional) destruction
~ Switching event (impulsive ~ Digital equipment errors,.

/i~
and oscillatory) ~ Equipment trips

~ Capacitor switching ~ Insulation failure
~ Reduced lifetime of

transformers, motors, etc.
~ Steep fronted disturbance,

lasted < I cycle

Harmonic ~ Power electronic ~ Voltage distortion, causing
distortion IV1J equipment and non-linear additional heating of motors

load (diode rectifier, dc ~ Capacitor failure
motor drives, ac motor ~ Tariff meter errors
drives, ac phase control) ~ Disturbed operation of

~ Resonance electronic equipment
~ Transformer saturation, ~ Presence of integral

saturating magnetic circuit multiples of fundamental, in
~ Fluorescent lights the range of 2-50.

Notching

'1r
T\ I

~ DC motor drives ~ Mal-operation of zero-
~ AC phase control (light crossover equipment

/ dimmers, arc furnaces) ~ Particular type of harmonic./
distortion
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Attachment 7: Various busbar voltages for case studies of chapter 4
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Figure A-S: Active. reactive power and speeds of two DGs for study case 4.4
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Attachment 8: Description of Sodium Sulphur Battery (NaS)

Attachment-8

A NaS battery consists of liquid (molten) sulphur at the positive electrode and liquid (molten) sodium

at the negative electrode as active materials separated by a solid beta alumina ceramic electrolyte. The

electrolyte allows only the positive sodium ions to go through it and combine with the sulphur to form

sodium polysulphides.

Beta
Alumina

Tube

olten
Na

Sulfur

Figure A-6: Sketch of a 2V NaS cell [27)

The chemical reaction is as below:

During discharge, as positive Na+ ions flow through the electrolyte and electrons flow in the external
circuit of the battery producing about 2 volts. This process is reversible as charging causes sodium
polysulphides to release the positive sodium ions back through the electrolyte to recombine as
elemental sodium. The battery is kept at about 300 degrees C to allow this process. Typical structure of

a NaS battery is shown in the next figure.
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Cell

Thermal enclosure

Attachment-8

Figure A-T Structure of a NaS battery system [28]

NaS battery cells are efficient (about 89%) and have a pulse power capability over six times their

continuous rating (for 30 seconds). This attribute enables the NaS battery to be economically used in

combined power quality and peak shaving applications.
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Figure A-8: Reliability and durability of a NaS Battery [28]

Main Features ofNaS Battery:

~ High energy density (compact)
~ High charging-discharging efficiency
~ Long calendar lifetime
~ High cycle lifetime
~ Environmentally friendly
~ Superior operation and maintenance requirements
~ Internal operating temperature: nearly 300C
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Examples ofNaS storage system implementation projects [28]:

Attachment-8

~ 1992 - First demo project at TEPCO - still operating

~ Upto April 2002 - Over 50 demo projects, NAS systems offered commercially in Japan.

~ TEPCO offers commercial systems within its service area; since followed by other major

utilities

~ NGK offers integrated commercial systems via teaming with Toshiba plus other PCS vendors

~ NaS battery technology has been demonstrated in Japan total more than 20 MW with stored

energy suitable for 8 hours daily peak shaving. The largest NaS installation is a 6MW, 8h unit

for Tokyo Electric Power Company.

~ September 2002 - AEP hosts first u.S. demonstration project. Power electronics/system

integration provided by ABB

~ Other projects under development in U.S., Europe and SE Asia

~ Combined power quality and peak shaving applications in the U.S. market are under

evaluation. Commercial production of the basic building block -the NAS 50kW, 360 kWh

module -is targeted for early 2003.

~ April 2003 - NGK initiates commercial scale NAS manufacturing. 40 MW produced in 2003,

65 MW in 2004. Space and plans for near-term expansion to 140 MW/yr
~ July 2004 - Operation oflargest new NAS installation to date 9.6 MW/57.6 MWh project by

TEPCO for Hitachi's auto systems factory.
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Attachment 9: Load flow results during normal condition with storage systems in test network
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Figure A-9: Location of Storage System and DG in the Test Network
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Attachment 10: PWM converter control block diagrams used in 'Power Factory'

In 'Power Factory' software the PWM converter is modelled as shown in the figure below.
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Figure A-I 0: Converter control blocks used in 'Power Factory'

~ PQ Controller block: It gets the active and reactive power of the AC part of PWM converter as
input and it converts those values proportionate d axis and q axis reference currents. The
output of this block goes to the current controller block. Detail control logic of this block and
parameters used for simulation is shown below,
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Figure A-II: PQ controller logic diagram used in 'Power Factory'
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~ PQ Measurement block: This block measures the desired active and reactive power of the AC
side of the PWM block and feeds those data to PQ controller block.

~ Current Measurement block: This block is a current measurement device and measures the
real and imaginary component of current of AC side of the network and feeds them to the
current controller block. Those data are used as reference for other blocks.

~ PLL block: It is a phase measurement block. This block measures the phase angle (power
factor) of the AC side of the network and feeds it to the current controller as reference power
factor (in terms of sine and cosine value of phase angle).

~ Current Controller block: This block gets all the inputs from different blocks described above.
This block compares various voltages, currents and phase angles data of the AC side of the
PWM controller with the reference data and gives output signal to the converter block to take
necessary corrective action.
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Figure A-12: Current controller logic diagram used in 'Power Factory'

~ Converter block: All the above blocks feed various input and reference parameters to this
block and then the converter operates to meet the desired condition of operation.
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Attachment n-n: Some simulation results for case studies of chapter 6
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Attachment lZ: Busbar voltages of the test network with huge amount of storage
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Figure A-16: Busbar voltages for 18 MW storage system in island network
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Attachment 13: Battery management scheme proposed

Attachment-1]

No I Check the status of Network Operation 1

1 I/s there any failure of network component?

I DG Is out of service either

I
I Grid Pow.r (D) Yes for safety reasons or due to
Pow.r II .upplled to n.twork load Lack of wind power

or for charging Itorage
I Check the Itatus of grid .1

/s the network Islanded trom grid? No

Yes J Control the status of DG during I
that fsllure event

-I,s the DG generating power (W)?

Check the status of storage
IStorege element has I No

to be charge d I /s the slorage capable of delivering
Yes

ChJrgingof Dower to some loads?
storage DfschJrging of

lean DG supply 10 some IOadS?1Yes
storage

Yes

ISupply to Network Load Demand (D) I Yes

I (MW. M:JlAr) I

No
Check the DG .tatus when all the network

L-...o components are in operation

Generation (W) from DG
Is there any extra Generat/on (W>D)?

Figure A-IT Operational logic suggested for storage system in a DG based grid connected network
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Attachment 14 : Typical datasheet for 50kW NaS battery module

Attachment'14

Pal"llllJl!'ler NAS 1!i ell
NAS Ba tte f)' Modules

eo PS Module GSOt\'kdIl e PQ50Module

Nominal Voltage, V... '2 64 or L8 640

Operatilll; Tem~rature [290 tQ 360C]

('4."11 Arran1;ement
Sagle

8 x 6p) x Es or (&s x Sp) x 8s.or
320s

~"'s" eries; "p" parallel) (8s. x l2p. I 4s (8sx lOp) x its

B Htrical Protection NA
Internal fu:.e \Whirl DC I:n!aker and

€acb 8.5 string en emaJ fuse

Rated PS Caplci~'
628M1 4'lO t\Vh

lE
3€IJ k\Vb

lEINotes 1. 2)

RaledPSPo r
NA 50kW

IE(Notes 1. 3)

Mllr PoWH for Inlen~1
NA lOOkW., ~OtW.,

Noted (Note 1. 4) far -2hr for 30~

PuISfo Factor (Note 5) NA 1.2 5

Projected Cal4."ndar
15 }'e:m.: 4500 to 90-, .2500 to 100 DODc.ycles

& yde Life

_\'1; DC Erridene" % 90 85

ISlandtJ,' H4."3IlDss., kW NA 3.4
2._ (PQI

3.4lYQ+P~

Dimensions. mm (in)
5 m5L x. 91 tI, 1.._70W x '1,740D x 720H

(20.3L x 3.6(1)) (89.4W x 68..5D x 18.48)

Weight. kg (Ib) 5.5 (l2.n 3500 ('7920)

Notes:

L AC rnt U1g tm3d on 95 . inverter effkienry

2. ~sigfi " Rated PS GlfDdl Y~ on L82\1Jc OCV 31. efld·of disclI:Lfge :I:Ild end-of-tife

3. !)riga basis Rated PS PQ',Wf for referen:e fle3k shaving profile yieldlilg 10 ,DOD

4. Mniml!Jnl PO~f for short c1Jratioo discb:Lf~ It)'pica.Uy yield ~~ tll:lO 100 ,000:1

5. PUIsi:! Filctor: R2fio ofmuirmJm PO\l.lM fo rated P0w:!f for st:Ited d1r:nion.
(V:iliEs 3tm'e :lfe thelillJlJtimum rr hievatte \lirh op?:'fQtiog tempe:rot lI'e :md e~ctric:J.1 prot ec.tion~
for tlie OOttet)' mo<Me.)

Figure A-I8: Typical NaS battery data sheet [29]
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Attachment 15: Important Factors in Battery Modelling

Attachment-15

There are number of factors which should be considered for design of a NaS battery storage system.
These influencing factors are described below:

~ Internal Resistance -Charge and Discharge resistance

There are resistances associated with electrolyte resistance, plate resistance and fluid resistance ofNaS

battery. All these resistance are different during charging and discharging operation. Due to non

equality of composition of NaS battery, the resistance in NaS battery changes with temperature and

depth of discharge (DOD).

Through charge and discharge cycles, NaS battery deteriorates and internal resistance increases. This

resistance represents deterioration-resistance that arises based on the increase of charge-discharge
cycle. This factor is important because it determines the remaining available maximum pulse power

and voltage output of a NaS battery.

~ Temperature Effect

NaS battery operates within 300-360°C and its internal resistance fluctuates with temperature. The

higher module temperature is; the smaller internal resistance becomes. This factor is very important

because it determines the limitation of its peak power output with respect to DOD. This battery's
temperature varies differently between charging, standby and discharging state ofoperation.

In some Power Quality (PQ) application, NaS battery is subjected to pulse output of up to 4-5 times
rated power output. Pulse power output with larger current generates more joule heat by internal

resistance. For example, a 50kW NaS battery module with 5 times rated power output for 30 seconds

will make temperature rise by around 3 degree. During this operation. the temperature must be kept
within normal operating condition in order to maintain high efficiency without reaching unacceptably
high temperature.

~ Battery Electromotive Force (EMF)

The EMF of NaS battery mainly depends on the DOD. Due to the composition reaction, the EMF of
this battery is relatively constant and drops linearly after 60-75% depth of discharge, depending on the
termination point of the particular cell.

In practice, NaS battery is limited to discharge less than 100% of its theoretical capacity because of the
more corrosive properties of Na2 SJ and due to the remaining volume of sodium. Hence, the battery is
designed to stop discharging before all the sodium goes to active electrode. To provide an operational

safety margin, the remaining volume of sodium per cell has to be kept as unused. As a result, NaS cell
typically deliver 85-90% of their theoretical capacity. This factor is important to consider in the
simulation in order to predict the possible maximum power output of the NaS battery at specific DOD.
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Figure A-I9: 50kW NaS module during Peak Shaving application

In the above characteristic of a 50kW NaS battery module for peak shaving (PS) application, it is

shown that the module supplies constant power of 52.6kW for more than 8 hours and then it is kept at

stand by mode for 4 hours. The module can be charged at different charging power of 57 kW, 35.6 kW,

23.8 kW and 11.9 kW. It is shown that for the above battery almost 10 hours charging is required. After

that it again is kept at stand by mode for rest of the day. Battery voltage is dropped during discharge

and the temperature of the module increases. At stand by condition, temperature of the module is

slowly decreasing and the battery voltage increases. During the charging mode, the module voltage

increases to slightly higher than its nominal voltage and the temperature come down to lower limit of

battery's normal operating temperature of around 290· C.

~ Depth of Discharge (DOD)

As discussed above, this factor is important to represent the charge / discharge status of the battery. It

is used to determine the capacity left in the battery. internal resistance change, temperature and

battery's EMF level at the current state of DOD.

Battery Model

The most commonly used battery model is shown below, which consists of a constant internal

resistance (Ro) and open circuit voltage (Eo).

!W

Figure A-2o: Simplified Battery Model
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Since NAS battery's internal resistance is sensitive to and varies with temperature and DOD, this

model is not suitable in modelling the battery because it does not take into account the varying

characteristic of the internal resistance of the battery with respect to DO D and temperature changes.

Such model only applies in some circuit calculation or simulation where the energy from Eo is
assumed to be unlimited.

The NaS battery operational performance is found from literature in which the author did some

simulations to find out the voltage-current characteristic of NaS battery [30). Some important
characteristic of NaS battery is listed below.

) When NaS battery continues to be charged at constant power, its internal resistance increases
significantly causing larger energy loss at higher terminal voltage. To avoid this, when
terminal voltage reaches a set point, charging power is decreased to reduce excessive energy
loss.

) It was observed that the behaviour of voltage and current graph of NaS battery is of concave
pattern at the discharging hours. The reason for this is that during discharging, the EMF of
NaS battery decreases when DOD exceeds around 60%. Hence the cell is pushed for higher
output current with terminal voltage drops to produce a constant power output.

) Temperature rise is one of the causes for concern because it limits the PQ and PS application.
When pulse power output interval is shortened or pulse power events are more frequent, non
equality of temperature is not dissolved and temperature imbalance is enlarged. Therefore,
pulse power output will be stopped due to significant temperature rise until it reaches the
limitation of 360 degree C.
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Attachment 16: Conflguration of IMW NaS Battery Unit

Attachment-16

Figure A-2I: I MW NaS Module Configuration [28]

~ Breaks

Trans
former

Trans
former

20 NAS Battery Modules

Figure A-22: Arrangement of I MW NaS unit at power control centre [28]
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Attachment IT Load flow results for full charging ofboth storage systems
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Figure A'22: Load flow results for case 6-6 when two storages demand full charging power
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Attachment 18 : DPL Script for reliability analysis using 'Monte Carlo' method

! Defining the variables

int n, t,timel,b,d, iCount,ierr,i,iCountl,time2,iI,time3,time4,p,v3,timex;

double uniI, uni2, x, LNF, ft,y,yI, fl, fb,Tottime, new,TotGrid,ActGen;

object 0, ldf, Ldf, res,Time,obj,generator;

double a,TotLoad, m.TotDemand,LOE,MTIR,ACIT,LLF,TotLoadI,TotDemandI;

set S,SG;

string s, r,sI,sBus,start,fmish;

object trfI, gem,busI,loadI,Extgrid;

int iLine,iLineI,iTrf,N2,No,iRow,iCol,iColmax,vI,V2,iLne,iBus,trafono, ILineprevI;

int CoIMaxTrf,CoIMaxLine,CoIMaxBus,iLoad,iLineGen,iCoIGen,iLineGenI,N3,ILineprev;

set aSet,S2;

int iCount2,iCub,temp,RN,ACITbus,iCoIBus2,N_cal,outserv,ILine,ICol,FaultCount;

int iCoIBus,iLineBus,iRowBus,busname,loadname,iColBusI,iLineBuSI,iLineBus2;

object pObj,pCub,pBus,pObjI,pObj2,pObi3;

double trf_temp,line_temp,bULtemp,time_fault, time_faultI ,AvIGen,time_fault2;

EchoOffO;

ResetCalculationO;

!-----initialises everything and make all active-------------

start = strftime('%c');

printf('Calculation starts at: %s', start);

S=AllRelevant('*.StaBar');

for (obj=S.FirstO; obj; obj=S.Next()) {

obj:dph=o;

obj:dp12=o;

obj:dp4=o;

i=obj:outserv;

if (i) {

obj:outserv = I;

}
if (obj:locname='ST-I'){

bUSI=obj;

}
}

S=AllRelevant('*.ElmLod');

for (obj=S.FirstO; obj; obj=S.Next()) {

obj:dph=o;

obj:dp12=o;

obj:dpI4=O;

i=obj:outserv;

if (i) {
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obj:outserv = I;

}
}

S=AllRelevant('*.ElmLne');

for (obj=S.FirstO; obj; obj=S.Next()) {

i=obj:outserv;

if (i) {

obj:outserv = I;

}
}

S=AllRelevant('*.ElmTr2');

for (obj=S.FirstO; obj; obj=S.NextO) {

i=obj:outserv;

if (i) {

obj:outserv = I;

}
}

S=AllRelevant('*.ElmSym');

for (obj=S.FirstO; obj; obj=S.Next()) {

obj:dph=o;

i=obj:outserv;

if (i) {

obj:outserv = I;

}
}

S=AllRelevant('*.ElmSind');

for (obj=S.FirstO; obj; obj=S.Next()) {

i=obj:outserv;

if (i) {

obj:outserv = I;

}
}
!-----initialises everything and make all active--------------

S=AllRelevant ('*.ElmXnet');

grid=S.FirstO;

Tottime=N*876o;

iCount=o;

ldf = GetCaseObject('ComLdf);

! Initialisation of transformer failure matrix

S = AllRelevant(,*.ElmTr2');
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iTrf = S.CountO;

pMatTrafo.Init(iTrf,8o);

pMatTrafo.ColLbl(Transformer Name',I);

pMatTrafo.ColLbl('No.of Failures' ,2);

pMatTrafo.ColLbl('lst Fail occurs at (h)',3);

pMatTrafo.ColLbl('lst Fail remains till (h)'A);

pMatTrafo.ColLbl('2nd Fail occurs at (h)',S);

pMatTrafo.ColLbl('2nd Fail remains till (h)',G);

pMatTrafo.ColLbl('3rd Fail occurs at (h)',7);

pMatTrafo.ColLbl('3rd Fail remains till (h)',8);

!-----------------_.._--------------------------------

! Initialisation ofline failure matrix

S = AllRelevant(,*.ElmLne');

iLne = S.CountO;

pMatLine.Init(iLne,7°);

pMatLine.ColLbl('No.of Failures' ,I);

pMatLine.ColLbl('lst Fail occurs at (h)',2);

pMatLine.ColLbl('lst Fail remains till (h)',3);

pMatLine.ColLbl('2nd Fail occurs at (h)'A);

pMatLine.ColLbl('2nd Fail remains till (h)',S);

pMatLine.CoILbl('3rd Fail occurs at (h)',G);

pMatLine.CoILbl('3rd Fail remains till (h)',7);

!---------- -- -- -- ---- -- -- -- ----- -- -- -- -- --- -----------

! Initialisation ofbusbarfailure matrix

S = AllRelevant('*.StaBar');

iBusbar= S.CountO;

pMatBus.Init(iBus,7°);

pMatBus.CoILbl(,No.of Failures' ,I);

pMatBus.ColLbl('lst Fail occurs at (h)',2);

pMatBus.ColLbl('lst Fail remains till (h)',3);

pMatBus.ColLbl('2nd Fail occurs at (h)'A);

pMatBus.CoILbl('2nd Fail remains till (h)' ,S);

pMatBus.CoILbl('3rd Fail occurs at (h)',G);

pMatBus.ColLbl('3rd Fail remains till (h)' ,7);

!------------------ --- --- ------------_. ------ -- -- --- --

! Initialisation ofload data matrix

S = AllRelevant("~.ElmLod');

iLoad = S.CountO;

pMatLoad.Init(Tottime,2o);

pMatLoad.CoILbl('Load demand by LDI (MW)',I);

pMatLoad.ColLbl('Load served by LDI(MW)',2);

pMatLoad.ColLbl('Load demand by LD2 (MW)',3);
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pMatLoad.ColLbl('Load served by L02(MW)',4);

pMatLoad.ColLbl('Load demand by L03 (MW)',S);

pMatLoad.ColLbl('Load served by L03(MW)',6);

pMatLoad.ColLbl('Load demand by LOS (MW)'.7);

pMatLoad.ColLbl('Load served by LOS(MW)',8);

pMatLoad.ColLbl('Load demand by L04 (MW)',9);

pMatLoad.ColLbl('Load served by L04(MW)',IO);

pMatLoad.CoILbl('Actual Generation at that time (MW)' ,II);

pMatLoad.CoILbl('Interruption duration of Generation (hours)' ,12);

pMatLoad.ColLbl('Interruption Frequency of Generation' ,13);

pMatLoad.CoILbl('Power export /import to grid (MW)',I4);

!--------------------------1oad data matrix initialised--.--.-------------------.

if (iLoad>iBus){

RN=iLoad;

} else {

RN=iBus;

}
pMatindex.Init(RN,2o);

pMatIndex. ColLbl(' BusbarIndex' ,I);

pMatindex.ColLbl('ACIT for This BUS',2);

pMatindex.CoILbl('ACIF for This Bus',3);

pMatIndex.CoILbl('AID for This Bus'A);

pMatIndex.CoILbl('Load Index',6);

pMatindex.CoILbl('ACIT for This Load',7);

pMatindex.CoILbl('ACI F for This Load' ,8);

pMatindex.CoILbl('AID for This Load',9);

!---------------------------Reliability Index matrix initialised--------

S = AllRelevant('*.StaBar');

iBusbar= S.CountO;

pMatRelBus.Init(N,2*iBus);

pMatRelBus.ColLbl('ACIT for BUSS',I);

pMatReIBus.CoILbl('ACIF for BUSS',2);

pMatRelBus.CoILbl('ACIT for Bus6',3);

pMatRelBus.CoILbl('ACIF for Bus6'A);

pMatReIBus.CoILbl('ACIT for Busi,s);

pMatRelBus.ColLbl('ACIF for Busi,6);

pMatRelBus.ColLbl('ACIT for Bus3',7);

pMatRelBus.ColLbl('ACIF for BUS3',8);

pMatRelBus.CoILbl('ACIT for BUS2"9);

pMatReIBus.ColLbl('ACIF for BUS2',IO);

pMatRelBus.CoILbl('ACIT for BUS4',II);

pMatRelBus.CoILbl('ACIF for BUS4',I2);

pMatRelBus.CoILbl('ACIT for Bus8'.I3);
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pMatRelBus.ColLbl('ACIF for Bus8',I4);

pMatRelBus.ColLbl('ACIT for BUSI',IS);

pMatRelBus.ColLbl('ACIF for BUSI',I6);

!--------------------------busbarreliability data matrix initialised-------------------.----

S = AllRelevant('*.ElmLod');

iLoad = S.CountO;

pMatRelLoad. Init(N,2*iLoad);

pMatRelLoad.ColLbl('ACIT for LD-I' ,I);

pMatRelLoad.ColLbl('ACIF for LD-I',2);

pMatRelLoad.ColLbl('ACIT for LD-2',3);

pMatRelLoad.ColLbl('ACIF for LD-2',4);

pMatRelLoad.ColLbl('ACIT for LD-3',S);

pMatRelLoad.ColLbl('ACIF for LD-3' ,6);

pMatRelLoad.ColLbl('ACIT for LD-4',7);

pMatRelLoad.ColLbl('ACIF for LD-4',8);

pMatRelLoad.ColLbl('ACIT for LD-S'09);

pMatRelLoad.ColLbl('ACIF for LD-S',IO);

!-------··-----------------load reliability data matrix initialised-------

pMatSysState.lnit(IOOO,200);

pMatSysState.ColLbl(Time of failure' ,I);

pMatSysState.ColLbl(' State of G-I',2);

pMatSysState.ColLbl('State of Grid' ,3);

pMatSysState.ColLbl('State ofTR-I',S);

pMatSysState.ColLbl('State ofTR-2' ,6);

pMatSysState.ColLbl('State ofLN-I',8);

pMatSysState.ColLbl(' State ofLN-2',9);

pMatSysState.ColLbl('State ofLN-3',IO);

pMatSysState.ColLbl(' State of ST-I' ,12);

pMatSysState.ColLbl('State of ST-2' ,13);

pMatSysState.ColLbl('State of ST-3',I4);

pMatSysState.ColLbl('State of ST-4' ,IS);

pMatSysState.ColLbl('State of ST-S' ,16);

pMatSysState.ColLbl('State of ST-6',I7);

pMatSysState.ColLbl('State of ST-i ,18);

pMatSysState.ColLbl(' State of ST-8' ,19);

pMatSysState.ColLbl('Year of failure' ,21);

pMatSysState.ColLbl('hour of that year' ,22);

!--------------------------load reliability data matrix initialised-------

S = AllRelevant('*.ElmSym');
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for (gen=S.FirstO; gen; gen=S.NextO) {

genr=S.FirstO;

}

TotLoad=o.o;

TotDemand=o.o;

ACIT=o;

LLF=o;

iLineGenr=o;

iLineGen=I;

iLineBusI=o;

iLineBus2=o;

timex=o;

TrafoFailure.Execute(trf,pMatTrafo,N3,time2,MITR,ColMaxTrf,trfI,p,sI,iLineI);

printf (Trafo failure done');

LineFailure.Execute(line,pMatLine,N3,time2,MITR,ColMaxLine);

printf ('Line failure done');

BusFailure.Execute(bus,N3,time2,MITR,CoIMaxBus,pMatBus,buSI,sBus);

printf (' Busbarfailure done');

start = strftiine('%c');

printf('Overall Monte-Carlo calculation start: %s', start);

ILine=o;

Attachment-I8

for ( N=o; N<IOO; N=N+I){

printf('%d', N);

FauItCount=o;

iRow=o;

iLineBusI=iLine BUSI+I;

iLineBus2=iLineBus2+I;

no. of simulation years

S=AIIRelevant('*.StaBar');

for (obj=S.FirstO; obj; obj=S.NextO) {

obj:dpIS=o;

obj:dpI3=O;

obj:outserv=o;

S=AIIRelevant('*.ElmLod');

for (obj=S.FirstO; obj; obj=S.Next()) {

obj:dpIS=o;

obj:dpI3=o;
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obj :outserv=o;

S=AllRelevant('*.ElmSym');

for (obj=S.FirstO; obj; obj=S.Next()) {

obj:dp12=o;

obj:dp13=o;

obj:outserv=o;

}
grid:outserv=o;

trLtemp=o;

line_temp=o;

bus_temp=o;

iLineGem = iLineGenI+I;

iColGen""I;

! checking transformer status in the net

iRow=I;

iColmax""ColMaxTrf;

iLineBus=I;

S = AllRelevant('*.ElmTr2');

trf=S.FirstO;

while ( iRow<iTrf+r) {

SI= pMatTrafo.RowLbl(trf:locname,iRow);

VI=O;

iCol=3;

iColBuSI=O;

while (iCok=iColmax){

vI=pMatTrafo.Get(iRow,iCol);

iCol=iCol+I;

v2=pMatTrafo.Get(iRow,iCol);

while ({N_cal>N}.and.{N_cakN+I} .and.{VI<V2} .and.{VI>N*876o}){

timex= vI·N*876o;

trLtemp""I;

trf:outserv=I;

gem:outserv=I;

ILine""ILine+I;

ICol=I;

pMatSysState.Set(ILine,ICol,VI);

ICol=ICol+I;

pMatSysState.Set(ILine,ICol,gem:outserv);
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ICol=ICol+I;

pMatSysState.Set(I Line,! Col.grid:outserv);

ICol=ICol+iRow+I;

pMatSysState.Set{ILine,!Col,trf:outserv);

pMatSysState.Set{ILine,2I,N+I);

pMatSysState.Set{ILine,22,timex);

VI=VI+I;

}
iCol=iCol+I;

}
iRow=iRow+I;

trf=S.Next{);

}
!----------------------------------transformer status checked---------

! checking line status in the net

iRow=I;

iColmax=CoIMaxLine;

S = AllRelevant('*.ElmLne');

line=S.First{);

while ( iRow<iLne+I) {

VI=O;

iCol=2;

while (iCokiColmax){

vI=pMatLine.Get{iRow,iCol);

iCol=iCol+I;

v2=pMatLine.Get{iRow,iCol);

N_cal = vI/876o;

while ({N_cal>N}.and.{N_cakN+I}.and.{VI<V2}.and.{vI>N*876o}){

tirnex= vI-N*876o;

line:outserv=I;

line_temp=I;

gem:outserv=I;

ILine=I Line+I;

ICol=I;

pMatSysState.Set{ILine,ICol,VI);

ICol=ICol+I;

pMatSysState.Set{ILine'!Col.gem:outserv);

ICol=I Col+I;

pMatSysState.Set{ILine,ICol,o);

ICol=ICol+iRow+iTrf+2;

pMatSysState.Set{ILine,ICoUine:outserv);

pMatSysState.Set{ILine,2I,N+I);
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pMatSysState.Set(ILine,22,timex);

VI;VI+I;

}
iCol;iCol+I;

}
iRow;iRow+I;

line;S.NextO;

}
!----------------------------------line status checked----------------

! checking busbarstatus in the net
iRow;I;

iColmax;CoIMaxBus;

S ; AllRelevant('*.StaBar');

bus;S.FirstO;

while ( iRow<iBus+I) {

SI; pMatBus.RowLbl(bus:locname,iRow);
VI;O;

iCol;2;

while (iCokiColmax){

vI;pMatBus.Get(iRow,iCol);

iCol;iCol+I;

v2;pMatBus.Get(iRow,iCol);

N_cal ; vI/876o;

while ({N_ca1>N}.and.{N_cakN+I}.and.{vI<V2}.and.{vI>N*876o}){
timex; vI-N*876o;

bus:outserv;I;

bus-temp;I;

if (bUSI=bus){

bUSI:outserv;bus:outserv;

grid:outserv;I;

} else {

grid:outserv=o;

}
gem:outserv;I;

ILine=I Line+I;

ICol=I;

pMatSysState.Set(I Line,ICol,vI);

ICol;ICol+I;

pMatSysState.Set(ILine,ICol,gem:outserv);
ICol;ICol+I;

pMatSysState.Set(I Line, ICol,grid:outserv);

ICol=ICol+iTrf+iLne+3+iRow;

pMatSysState.Set(ILine,ICol,bus:outserv);

pMatSysState.Set(I Line,2I, N+I);
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pMatSysState.Set(ILine,22,timex);

VI=VI+I;

}
iCol=iCol+I;

iRow=iRow+I;

bus=S.NextO;

}
FaultCount=I Line-ILineprev;

ILineprevI= ILineprev+I;

ILineprev= ILine;

!----------------------------------busbarstatus checked----------------

while (ILineprevI<=ILine){ ! no. offailures in each simulating year

iCol=22;

timex=pMatSysState.Get(ILineprevI,iCol);

Time = GetCaseObject('SetTime');

Time.SetTime(timex, 0.0, 0.0);

iCol=I;

iCol=I+iCol;

S=AllRelevant ('*.ElmSym');

genr= S.First();

outserv=pMatSysState.Get(ILineprevI,iCol);

if (outserv=I){

genr:outserv=I;

}
iCol=I+iCol;

S=AllRelevant ('*.ElmXnet');

grid = S.FirstO;

outserv=pMatSysState.Get(ILineprevI,iCol);

if (outserv=I){

grid:outserv=I;

}
iCol=I+iCol;

S=AllRelevant (,*.ElmTr2');

for (trf=S.FirstO;trf;trf=S.NextO){

iCol=I+iCol;

outserv=pMatSysState.Get(ILineprevI,iCol);

if (outserv=I){

trf:outserv=I;

trLtemp=I;

}
}
iCol=I+iCol;

S=AllRelevant ('*.ElmLne');
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for (line=S.FirstO;line;line=S.Next()) {

iCol=r+iCol;

outserv=pMatSysState.Get(ILineprevr,iCol);

if (outserv=r){

line:outserv=r;

line_temp=r;

}
}
iCol=r+iCol;

S=AllRelevant ('*.StaBar');

for (bus=S.FirstO;bus;bus=S.NextO){

iCol=r+iCol;

outserv=pMatSysState.Get(I Lineprevr,iCol);

!---------------making correction for out of service elements----

if (outserv=r){

bus:outserv=r;

bULtemp=r;

S = bus.GetConnectedElmsO;

for (bus=S.FirstO;bus; bus=S.NextO){

bus:outserv=r;

}
}
}

!----·----------finished correction for out of service elements----

aSet = AllRelevant('*.ElmLod');

for (pObj=aSet.FirstO; pObj; pObj=aSet.Next()) {

if (pObj:outserv=r){

}
}
if ({trLtemp=r}.or.{line_temp=r}.or.{bus_temp=r}){

! Checking load data

TotLoadr=o;

TotDemandr=o;

! Execute all load data using their individual load curve-

LDF.Execute();

iCoIGen=r;

S = AllRelevant('*.ElmLod');

loadr=S.FirstO;

for (load=S.First(); load; load=S.Next()) {

unir = load:e:plini;

a = load:e:scaleo;
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yr = load:plini:curval;

if (load:outserv=r){

uni2=o;

} else {

uni2=load:m: P:busr;

pMatLoad.Set(iLineGen,iColGen,yr); ! actual load demanded

TotDemandr = TotDemandr+yr;

iColGen=iColGen+r;

pMatLoad.Set(iLineGen,iColGen,uni2); !actualload served

TotLoadr =TotLoadr+uni2;

iColGen=iColGen+r;

TotLoad=TotLoad+uni2;

TotDemand=TotDemand+yr;

if ({time_fau1t=timex-r} .and.{uni2=o}){

load:dp4=r;

else {

load:dp4=o;

}
if ({yr>o}.and.{uni2=o}.and.{load:dp4=o}) {

load:dpI2=r+load:dp12;

load:dpI3=r+load:dpI3; !ACIF calculation

load:dp4=r;

} else {

load:dp12=load:dp12;

load:dpI3=load:dpI3;

load:dpI4=O;

}

if ({yr>o}.and.{uni2=o}) {

load:dph=r+load:dph;

load:dpIS=r+load:dpls; !AClT calculation

} else {

load:dph=load:dph;

load:dpls=load:dpls;

}
}
time_fau1t=timex;
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! Calculating generator reliability index

S=AllRelevant ('*.ElmSym');

for (generator=S. FirstO; generator; generator=S.NextOl{

if ({time_fault2=timex-I} .and.{generator:outserv=I}){

generator:dph=I;

} else {

generator:dph=o;

}

if ({generator:outserv=I} .and.{generator:dph=o}){

generator:dpl3=I+generator:dpl3;

generator:dph=I;

} else {

generator:dpl3=generator:dpl3;

generator:dph=o;

}

if (generator:outserv=I){

ActGen=o;

generator:dp12=I+ generator:dp12;

} else {

ActGen=generator:m:P:busI;

generator:dp12=generator:dp12;

}

AvlGen= generator:pgini:curval;

pMatLoad.Set(iLineGen,iColGen,AvlGen);

iColGen=iColGen+I;

pMatLoad.Set(iLineGen,iColGen,generator:dpl2);

iColGen=iColGen+I;

pMatLoad.Set(iLineGen,iColGen,generator:dpl3);

iColGen=iColGen+I;

time_fault2=timex;

! Calculating grid power status

SG=AllRelevant (,*.ElmXnet');

Extgrid=SG.FirstO;

if (Extgrid:outserv=I){

TotGrid=o;} else {

TotGrid=Extgrid:m:P:busI;

}

pMatLoad.Set(iLineGen,iColGen,TotGrid); !actualload served

iLineGen=iLineGen+I;

! Calculating index for busbars
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S=AllRelevant ('*.StaBar');

for (bus=S.FirstO;bus;bus=S.NextO){

if ({time_faultI=timex-I}.and.{bus:m:UI=o}){

bus:dp4=I;

} else {

bus:dp4=o;

if ({bus:dpI4=O}.and.{bus:m:uI=o}) {

bus:dp12=I+bus:dp12;

bus:dpI3=I+bus:dpI3;

bus:dp4=I;

} else {

bus:dp12=bus:dpI2;

bus:dpI3=bus:dpI3;

bus:dp4=o;

}

if (bus:m:UI=o){

bus:dph= bus:dplI+I;

bus:dpI5=bus:dpI5+I;
} else {

bus:dph=bus:dph;

bus:dpI5=bus:dpI5;

}
}
tirne_faultI=timex;
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! Put all lines, busbars, transformers back in service after the event if any of them are out of service

S= AllRelevant('*.ElmTr2');

for (trf=S.FirstO; trf; trf=S.Next()) {

while (trf:outserv = I){

trf:outserv=o;

}
}
S= AllRelevant('*.ElmLne');

for (line=S.FirstO; line; line=S.NextO) {

while (line:outserv = I){

line:outserv=o;

}
}

S= AllRelevant('*.ElmLod');
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for (load=S.FirstO; load; load=S.NextO) {

while (load:outserv = I){

load:outserv=o;

}

}

S= AlIRelevant('*.ElmSind');

for (bus=S.FirstO; bus; bus=S.Next()) {

while (bus:outserv = I){

bus:outserv=o;

}
}

S= AlIRelevant('*.StaBar');

for (bus=S,FirstO; bus; bus=S.Next()) {

while (bus:outserv = I){

bus:outserv=o;

}

}

S= AlIRelevant('*.ElmSym');

for (gen=S.FirstO; gen; gen=S.Next()) {

while (gen:outserv = I) {

gen:outserv=o;

}

}
grid:outserv=o;

iRow=iRow+I;

}
ILineprevI=I LineprevI+I;

}

! writing busbarreliability index in matrix

iLineBus=I;

iRowBus=o;

busname=o;

iColBusI=o;

S= AllRelevant('*.StaBar');

for (bus=S.FirstO; bus; bus=S.Next()) {

iRowBus=iRowBus+I;

busname=I+busname;

pMatIndex,RowLbl(bus:locname,iRowBus);

iColBus=I;

iColBusI=iColBuSI+I;

pMatIndex.Set(iLineBus,iCoIBus,busname);

pMatRelBus.Set (iLineBusI,iColBuSI,bus:dp1S);
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iCoIBus=iColBus+I;

iColBuSI=iColBUSI+I;

pMatRelBus.Set (iLineBuSI,iColBuSI,bus:dpI3);

pMatIndex.Set(iLineBus,iCoIBus,bus:dplr);

iColBus=iColBus+I;

pMatlndex.Set(iLineBus,iCoIBus,bus:dp12);

iCoIBus=iColBus+I;

pMatlndex.Set(iLineBus,iColBus,(bus:dplrjbus:dp12));

iLineBus=iLineBus+I;

iLineBus=I;

loadname=o;

iCoIBuSI=iColBus;

iCoIBus2=o;

S2= AllRelevant('*.ElmLod');

for (load=S2.FirstO; load; load=S2.NextOl {

loadname=I+loadname;

iCoIBus=iColBuSI+2;

pMatlndex.Set(iLineBus,iCoIBus,loadname);

iColBuS2=iColBuS2+I;

pMatRelLoad.Set (iLineBus2,iColBus2,load:dpls);

iCoIBuS2=iColBuS2+I;

pMatRelLoad. Set (iLineBus2,iColBUS2 ,load:dpI3);

iCoIBus=iColBus+I;

pMatlndex.Set(iLineBus,iCoIBus,load:dplr);

iCoIBus=iColBus+I;

pMatlndex.Set(iLineBus,iCoIBus,load:dp12);

iCoIBus=iColBus+I;

y=(load:dplr) j (load:dp12);

pMatlndex.Set(iLineBus,iCoIBus,y);

iLineBus=iLineBus+I;

! Calculate reliability indices

LOE=(TotDemand-TotLoad);

ACIT=LO EjTotDemand;

}
ACIT =ACITjN;

EchoOn 0;
printf ('Energy not supplied by system for %fhours jannum', AClT);

finish = strftime('%c');

printf('Monte-Carlo analysis finished: %s', finish);

exitO;
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